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r c1ge Two THE KENCOLL 1963 
Mr. M. C. Thomsan, B.S.A. 
Mr. Williar~ McGrahan, B.A. 
cpMncipaQ's J\Aessage : 
u«ay the 'CJ<encoQf be a 
memento boll ou/l gwduates · 
an endu!llng one. 
Qwduates. Qea~n aQQ you can 
attd take buQQ advantage Ob the 
glleat ftesoullces that htghe1t 
education pfoces at you/l disposaQ. 
CZJ'he ·eyes· o~ ~ennedy 
uliQQ be upon you. 
Bon Voyage 
MR WILLIAM McGRAHAN 
Mr. W. McGrahan, a native of 
England, has been at Kennedy for 
five years. During this time he has 
coached an outstanding swimming 
team and helped with the Boys' 
Soccer. His swimming teams have 
won numerous championships in 
Windsor, London and Toronto. The 
Girls' team has also benefitted a 
great deal from his coaching. Mr. 
McGrahan also has done an excellent 
job in his teaching of Latin and 
History. He has decided to leave 
Windsor this year and head for 
Europe. He will not soon be forgotten 
here at Kennedy and the student 
body will be forever indebted to him 
for his inspiring coaching and teach-
ing. We all wish him the very best 
of luck to take with him wherever f1is 
travels carry him. 
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GOOD 
MISS MARGARET RING 
Miss Hing took over the job of the 
Cirls' Swim Coach this year. She Jid 
au excellent job aud her girls won the 
W.S.S.A. Champ ionsh ip. Miss Hing 
is a graduate of University of Western 
Ontario and has just completetl her 
first year of teaching. She is leaving 
Ke1111edy this year to continue her 
studies at U.B.C. or teach elsewhere. 
The students of K.C.I. wish her the 
best of luck in the years to come! 
EDITORIAL 
By Susan Allen 
Two hea<ls are better than one. At least that is 
whal we sincerely hope this year's Kencoll will 
prove. Hon and 1 have worked hard to bring to 
you a most exci ting Year Book. However, it is 
you, the studen ts of Kennedy Collegiate, who have 
n:ally made this year\, Look a success, for we 
have merely recor<J..ed this past year's achievements 
:-.o that you might preserve them as precious 
111c11wries of 011c more year gone Ly. Ron an<l I 
have Leen chosen merely to guide you and lea<l 
your thoughts in the right direction! The Kencoll 
at Kennedy has always been a symbol of status and 
has always Leen accla imed one of the most inter-
esting of all high school Year Books. 
You should be jusl as proud as Ron and I 
to smell · 11ie fresh print and feel the cnsp new 
/ 
L UCKI 
MISS ELSBETH HENDERSON 
Miss Henderson is also a graduate 
of U .W.O. She coached the Senior 
Girls' Volleyball Team and helped 
out with the Girls' Track Team. Miss 
Henderson is leaving Kennedy after 
one year of teaching to tak~ up a 
new career as a housewife. Best of 
luck in her new future! 
paper for all of you who are students at Kennedy 
Collegiate Institute can rightfully claim some 
ownership to this year's magazine. However, we 
must not overlook the fact that there are some 
whose loyalty came firsl and chose to serve their 
Year Book to their utmost capacity, the names of 
which we have chosen to occupy a special place 
for they all deserve as much thanks and apprecia-
tion that is offered. But then there are those, 
namely Mr. Walter, who is teacher sponsor of the 
editorial staff and Mr. Davidson of the Ad and 
Sales staff who deserve more gratitude and pm isc 
than merely their names in print-for they are 
the backbone of our book, without whom the 
Kencoll could have nev~r gone to press. 
I shall no longer burden you with one of thu::;c 
stuffy e<litorials for the book is now yours lo enjoy 
-so on with the show! 
-Ron Sitarz and Sue Allen 
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TEACHING STAFF 
STAFF 
3rd Row: A. Green, 0 . McVcy, D. Wcrnc , H. Hendershot, S. Levine, W. Weir, G. Allen, T. 0. Walter, R. Lougheed, R. Groundwater, R. Monger, R. Baltaycllo. 
2nd Row: W. Leonhardt, A. Fletcher, G. Letourneau, E. Abbey, M. Gretes, H. Laframboise, D. Hyland, R. Pazur, A. Scott, W. Christie, R. Davidson, 
H. Girling . 
1st Row: W. McGrahan, G. Arnott, D. Arel, L. May, J. McNeil, M. Pullen, J. Donohue, M. C. Thomson, D. Hope, M. Aitchison, M. Ring, E. Henderso n, 
J. Durrant. 
HON. W. C. KENNEDY COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE 
-Staff-
M. C. THOMSON, B.S.A.-Principal 
D. E. Hope, Il.A.-Dcan of Girls J. M. Donohue, Il .A.- Vice-Principal 
G. G. Allen, B.A. 
J. W. Durrant, Il.A. 
E. Ahey, B.A. 
M. Aitchison, B.A. 
D. Arel, Il.A. 
G. Arnott, B.A. 
n. Ilattagello, Il.A. 
Wm. Christie, B.Sc. 
R. Davidson, B.Sc. 
P. Dimitrick 
M. Galbraith 
H. Girling, B.A. 
l\I. Gretes, B.Ae.E. 
HEADS OF DEPARTMENTS 
A. I. Fletcher, B.A. 
A. W. Green, B.A. 
ASSISTANTS 
R. Groundwater, B.A., M.A. 
H. Hendershot, B.A. 
E. Henderson, B.A. 
H. Laframboise, Il.A.; l\'1.A. 
Wm. Leonhardt, B.A., M.A. 
G. Letourneau, B.A. 
S. Levine 
Il. Lougheed, B.A., B.D. 
G. Mathoney, Il.A. 
L. May, B.A. 
Wm. McGrahan, B.A. 
D. C. Hyland, B.A. 
T. D. Walter, B.A. 
J. McNcill, B.J\. , A.T.C.M. 
D. McVey, B.A. 
R. Monger, B.A. 
R. Pazur; Il .S.A. 
M. Pullen, Il.A., M.E<l. 
M. Hing, Il.A. 
A. Scott, B.A. 
D. Wcarnc, B.Sc. 
Wm. Weir, B.A. 
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THE FORUM 
FORUM 
3rd Row: H. Strosberg, J. White, B. Davies, S. Steiner, M. Gordner, Z. Muroff, S. Turner. 
2nd Row: Mr. M. C. -Thomson, L. Newman, M. Peacey, M. Bradford, D. Cherniak, D. Grundy, J . Newman, M. Leach, J. Allison, J. MacDonnell 
1st Row: B. Greenway, T. White, V. Delcol, B. Brophey, Miss D. Hope, M. Klinck, J . McCullough, N. Richardson, L. Gardner. 
EXECUTIVE, COMMITTEES AND CHAIRMEN OF FORUM 1962-63 
PRESIDENT ....................................... ........ ..... .............................. .... ......................................... .... .... l\1IKE KLINCK 
VICE-PRESIDENT ................. ........................................................................................... BONNIE BROPHEY 
TREASUllER ............................... .' ........................................ .' ................................................... ................. 'fOM \VHITE 
SECilE1'AllY ....... ............................................. ..... ...................... ........................................ .. ........... VICKY DELCOL 
Cvnunittec Chairman Committee Chairnwn 
lluys' Athletics ........................................................ ........ .. Larry Gardner Drama Club .................................................................. Judy l\IcCullougl1 
Zack Murofi,'John White, Scott Turner Mike Cordner 
Cil'b' AthlcLic;s ......... .... .. .......................................... Nancy Hichar<lson Altiora Peto ............................... ............ ................................ ·Bill Greenway 
Jane Allison, Do1111a Grundy, Marion Leach Marilyn Bradford 
Social Committee ......................... ... ....................... Harvey StrosLerg School Spirit Club .. .................... .' ....... ..... ................ Jim l\Iad)o1111dl 
l\Iarg Peacey, Lee Ann Newman~ Steve Steiner Bryn Davies, Donna Cherniak, Jane Newman 
Staff A<lvisor ........................................................................ Miss D. Hope 
PATRONS 
l\lHS. M. F. AITCHISON, Honourable W. C. Kennedy 
. Collegiate 
l\TR. & MHS. H. W. ALEXANDER, 1523 Pelissier 
l\lH. & MRS. JOHN E. BAILEY, 2366 Gladstone 
MHS. ROBERT BATEMAN, 2162 Moy 
MR. IIAHOLD BEAN, 2187 arcnt 
l\lll. & MHS. R. BENTLEY & FAMILY, 2273 Marentette 
SANDY BLACKSHA W, D.D.S., 3135 Church 
MR. & MRS. J. BRADACS, 1856 Hall 
ROSIE BRECKNER & ANDREA McLISTER, K.C.I. 9C 
MR. & MRS. LEWIS· D. BRODY, 1485 Victoria 
MR. & MRS. F. N. BROWN, 1447 Marentette 
J. A. L. BRUSH, 1777 Moy 
MR. & MRS.· H. BURCHMORE, 2221 Pelissier 
MR. J. W. BURNHAM, 3326 Woodlawn 
'" THE BUTLER FAMILY, 2128 Bruce 
l\TR. & MRS. G. CAKERREAD, 1515 Victoria 
l\1R. & MRS. A. C. CAMPBELL, 15tl,9 Church 
MR. & MRS. I. CENTER & FAMILY, 22tl,O Dougall 
l\IH. & MRS. S. CENTER & FAMILY, 2138 Victoria 
MH. & MRS. A. D. CHERNIAK & FAMILY, 
2132 Victoria 
MR. & MRS. J. D. CHESWICK, 1064 Ypres 
MR. & MRS. CHAS. COLLIS, 385 Ellis W. 
LEO COLLODEL & JOHN~Y COCCHETTO, 908 Lillian 
DR. & MRS. C. R. CRAIG, 1551 Victoria 
MUNA Y DAI KEW, 2195 Dougall 
l\lR. & MRS. R. W. DAVIDSON, 2316 Chilver 
MR. & MRS. JOHN DESANTIS, 1709 Hall 
MR. & MRS. J. FITZSIMMONS: 1585 Windsor 
MR. A. FLETCHER, 2005 Alsace 
A FRIEND 
l\lRS. GALBRAITH, MISS HENDERSON, MISS RING, 
Kennedy Collegiate Institute 
MR. J. E. GIBSON, 1545 Howard 
MR. A. F. S. GILBERT, 2152 Victoria 
MICHAEL GRAEF, 1228 Tecumseh 
J\lH. & MRS. J. M. GRAYSON, 4025 Howard 
l\lH. & MHS. W. G. GREENWOOD, 2211 Pelissier 
M. L. G RETES, 2205 Parent 
MR. & DR. HENNECKE, 1558 Ouellette 
GEORGE H. HOHENDORF, 2287 Victoria 
l\IR. & MRS. ALEX HOREN, 3215 Howard 
JUNIOH RED CROSS, Honourable W. C. Kennedy 
Collegiate 
MR. AARON H. KATZMAN, 2292 Victoria 
F. W. KEANE, 804 Security Building 
KENNEDY CHOIR 
DR. GEORGE H. KING, 1181 Ouellette 
MR. J. M. KISSELL, 1514 ,Ford Building 
J. L. KRAWCZYK, 2279 Chilver 
MR. & MRS. V. KUBICKI, 2286 Woodlawn 
l\tlR. & MRS. R. J. LAV ALLEE, 2352 Gladstone 
MR. & MRS. A. LEVINE, 1269 Giles East 
MR. & MRS. 0. W. MacCOUBREY, 626 Scofield 
MH. & MRS. GEORGE McKINNON & FAMILY, 
1 518 Church 
MR. & MRS. C. MARCOUX, R.R. # l, Windsor 
TERENCE P. MARENTETTE, 161 Elm 
IRENE MARTIN, 257 Virginia 
MR. & MRS. R. T. MASKERY, 575 Hildegarde 
l\lHS. L. MAY, Honourable W. C. -Kennedy Collegiate 
Institute 
MH. & MRS. A. F. MILLS, 215:3 Bruce 
MHS. L. F. MISNER, ll64 Ouellette 
MH. & MRS. PAUL l\100DY, 679 Hildegarde 
MRS. ANN McADAMS, 1777 Moy 
/ 
MRS. L. :McCULLOUGH, 1382 OueJlettc 
MRS. D. McLEAN, 11.22 Ouellette 
DR. & MRS. JOHN D. McLEAN, 3395 Randolph 
MISS ELIZABETH A. McLISTER, 436 Rosedale 
MRS. J. CARL McLISTER, 436 Rosedale 
DR. & MRS. JOHN C. McLISTER, 1422 Ouellette 
MARY O'LEARY, 11.22 Ouellette 
MR. & MRS. HOWARD R. PEACEY, 1127 Dougall 
MR. & MRS. HAROLD E. PENNEY, 1233 Parent 
MR. & MRS. FRAN PIIILLIPS, 525 Scofield 
LLOYD POLLOCK, 1589 Bruce 
MR. & MRS. J. POPA, 2373 mghland 
MR. & MRS. J. PRIMEAU, 1457 Victoria 
MISS PULLEN, Honourable W. C. Kennedy 
Collegiate I nstitule 
MR. ROSS S. RIDDELL, Q.C., 702 Canada Trust Bldg. 
DR. A. I. RUBENSTEfN, l!J.28 Ouellette 
MR. & MRS. RUDGE, 2275 Marcntctte 
MH. & MRS. BEN SCHNEIDER, 1121 Bruce 
MR. & MRS. L. SCHRYER, 1455 York 
LILLIAN G. SCRATCH, 418 Tecumseh East 
MR. B. SHANBON, 230 Jackson 
MR. & MRS. HARRY SIMKINS, 1856 Gladstone 
MR. & MRS. R. STANLEY, 1237 Ouellette 
MR. & MRS. S. J. STANWICK, 2209 Parkwood 
MRS. ANNA STEINER, 1672 Goyeau 
JIM STEINER, 1672 Goyeau 
MR. & MRS. MURRY S. STEWART, 145 Victor 
MR. & MRS. B. J. STOCKFORD, 1556 Goyeau, Apt. 37 
TERRY TAYLOR & JACK McLISTER, K.C.1.-lOC 
MR. M. C. THOMSON, 2190 Dougall 
MR. & MRS. W. H. TOWNSEND, 2366 Hall 
MR. & MRS. J. C. TRELFORD, 1655 Goyeau 
MR. & MRS. TREMBLEY, 1673 Marentette 
MR. & MRS. BURT TURNBULL, 1490 Church 
MR. & MRS. J. W. TURNER, 2236 Dougall 
MR. & MRS. BERT UPHAM, 1502 Pierre 
MR. & MRS. JOHN UPHAM, I8tJ4 Wyandotte East 
MR. WILLIAM WALKER, 15116 Church 
MR. & MRS. C. L. WELLS, 131,7 Bruce 
FLOYD S. ZALEV, 602 Canada Trust Building 
MR. & MRS. H. ZANIN, 1342 Elsmere 
PATRON ADVERTISEMENTS 
AL'S WOODWORKING LJMlTED, 3224 Walker Rd'" 
ROGER ALLAN LUMBER LIMITED, 2187 Monmouth 
ANTIQUES & FINE ARTS, 88-90 University East 
ELAINE ARNOLD (Scotch Wool Shop), 180 Pelissier 
CHARM BEAUTY SALON, 504 Goyeau 
CHURCHILLS BARBEI~
1 
SHOP, 2564 Howard 
M. S. CIZEK, HEAL ESTATE BROKER, 
52 Chatham West 
COCHRANE HARDWARE, Dorwin Plaza 
COLLEGE SODA BAR, 1700 College 
ESSEX BOILER HEATING & ENGINEERING CO., 
1319 McDougall 
ESSEX CHIROPRACTIC ASSOCIATION 
EUROPA CUSTOM TAILOR, 1663 Ottawa 
FEDERAL OUTLET STORE, 63 Pitt East 
H. W. GODDARD LIMITED, 620 Goyeau 
GOLD STAR PRODUCTS CO. LTD., 75 Riverside E. 
HALL'S GREENHOUSE, 31,34 Howard 
Hr-WAY MARKET,· 2151 Walker Road 
HODARE'S CITIES SERVICE, 2521 Dougall 
G. A. INGHAM CO. LTD., 1374 Oudlctte 
JIMMY'S MARKET, 35 Hanna West 
Continued on page ? ? 
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EDUCATION 












Weak.-A certain commerce Miss 
Amb.- Engineer 
1973-"AII aboard!" 
VICE-PRESIDENT OF FORUM 
BONNIE BROPHEV 
App.-Be "witch"ing 
F.S.-"Famine is selling in." 










" ! . I 
Page Eight 
LORRAINE ALEXANDER 
App.-Pert 'n' Perky 
F.S.-"l've got to get to work." 
Wcak.-Fellows who wear Old Spice 
P.P.-Boys who don ' t talk 
Amb. - Nurse 
1973-R.N. <Real Nut> 
JOAN BELLAIRE 
App .-Silent but deadly 
F.S.-"How did he get that answer?" 
P.P.-Being the only girl in physics 
Weak.-Sports cars 
Amb.-Physics teacher 
1973-Slill the only girl 
GERALD BRONSTEIN 
App .-Confident 
F.S .-"I think I f1u11 ~ed that one." 
P.P.-themlstry summaries 
Weak .-Qualifying for summaries 
Amb.-C.A. {counting apples) 
1973-1, 2, 3, 4, 5 
THE KENCOLL 1963 
JOHN ALLEN 
App .-Serious 
F.S.-"It ain ' t what you do, it's the 
the way that you do it." 
Weak.-Pretty girls 







P.P.-People who can't hear her 
Amb.-Psychologist 
1973-Just lay down on the couch 
DON BROWN 
App.-Tarzan 
F.S.-"l don't say nothing." 
Weak .-Miss Hope 
P.P.-Geometry 
Amb.-Teacher 
1973-Ass. U. <Assumption University) 
SUSAN ALLEN 
App .-Sunshine kid 




1973-She has her own 
MARY BRADACS 
App.-Sleepy 
F.S .-"You're not very nice." 
Weak .-Assumption pre-lim. student 
P.P.-"Watch SEQUENCE" 
Amb.-Lab technician 





Weak .-Grinning at T.W. 
Amb.-Social worker 
1973-Marriage counsellor 
KEY: App.-Appearance F.S.-Favourite Saying Weak.-Weakness P.P.-Pet Peeve Amb.-Ambilion 1973-1973. 
SHARON ARMSTRONG 
App.-Shy but loveable 
F.S.-"Guess who called?" 






F.S.-"Whal a Phynk." 
P.P.-Phynks 
Weak .-Proms with D.S. 
Amb.-Church worker 
1973-Sti II teaching Sunday school 
HAROLD BUSSEY 
App.-Come on baby 
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CHERYL CENTER 
App .- Black Bart 
1-' .S.-"He's a very nice girl." 
Wcak.-The Navy 
P.P.- Good old Charlie L.0 
Amb.- Lab technician 
1973- Honest il won't hurl 
GAIL EMERSON 
Apµ .- Valcdic torian 
F.S.-"Wait up, Marski ." 
Wcak .- Peroxi de 
P.P.-Liltle freedom 
Amb.-Nurse 
1973- Completely free 
ROSS GREENWOOD 
App-Gt nlus 
F S - "ltcu Mi ser Frater." 
WcJk.- Sticky sl ide rules 
P P.-Stlcky slide rules 
A111b - Millionai re lawyer 
1973- Welching on parking meters 
BILL DAROVNY 
App.-Lady's man 
F.S.-"Don ' t put that in the 
Kencoll." 
Weak.-A certain Sharon A. 
Arnb .-Special Agent P.P. Girls 




Weak .-Lonnie did 
P.P.-Lonnie didn't 
Arnb .-Chartered Accountant 
1973-Counling her do's and don ' ts. 
NANCY HARKNESS 
App .-Dre.iming of . . . 
F.S.-"You're sneaky." 
Welk.-A certain blond 
P.P.- A Mad Jack 
Amb.-Medical librarian 
1973-Raising happy Jacks 
/ 
K[Y: App.-Appearance F.S.- Favourite Saying Weak.-Weakness P.P.-Pet Peeve 
VICKY DELCOL 
App.-Innocent, but ... 
F.S.-"Hee, hee, hee ." 
Weak .-A cert ai n Italian 
P.P.-Shy boys 
Amb.-Undecided 
1973-"Hee, Hee, Hee." 
SHIRLEY GREENHOW 
App.-Fascinaled 




1973-Running around her desk 
FRANK HIDI 
App.-Through the" looking glass 
F.S.-"Ah! Come on!" 
Weak .-Tollen's notes 
P.P.-French 
Amb.-Teacher 





F.S.-"What a wild week -end!" 
Weak.-Dull week-ends 
P.P.-"Schicksie" 






Weak.-British hot rods 
Arnb.-Grease monkey 
1973-Swinging in the trees 
KERRY HUTH 
App.-Stunned 
F.S.-"He's so cynical." 
Weak .-Sweaters 
P.P.-Geometry class 
Amb .-Stay single 
1973-Married 
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INGRID JENSEN 
App.-lnnocenl 
F.S.-"Whal did he say?" 
P. P .-lfomework 







Weak.-Having an opinion of his own 




F.S.-"I doubt that." 
P.P.-Being quiet 
Weak.-Square 
Amb.-To own a milk truck 











P.P.-Walking lo school 
Weak.-Prefecting at noon 
Amb.-Chef Boy Ar-Liburdi 
1973-He almost made it 
GARY MARENTETTE 
App .-Lollipop addict 
F.S.-"l'm no fool." 
P.P.-Walking to Janet's 
Weak .-Red hair 
Amb.-A houseful of red-reads 
1973-0ne more to go 
KEY: App .-Appearance F.S.-Favourite Saying Weak.-Weakness P.P.-Pel Peeve 
BILL KOROSY 
App.-lnspired 
F.S.-"Pizza, table four ." 
P.P.-Pizza snatcher 
Weak.-Home before sunrise 
Amb.-To marry a Lebanese wom.in 




P.P.-People who don't smile 
Weak.-Giris (in gene~ail 
Amb.-To learn the Calypso 
1973-Try the twist 
AL MASOTTI 
App.-No. L7698540 
F.S.-"Well, it' s like dis ." 
P.P.-Italian clubs 
Weak.-Vino 
Amb.- AI Capone 11 




F.S.-"Some people talk too much." 
P.P.-Gelling his clothes swiped 
Weak.- Wine, women, and song 
Amb.- To .keep things quiet 




F.S.-"Tell me another one!" 
Weak .-Telling jokes 
P.P.-His brother 
Amb.-Teacher 
1973-Still in Grade 13 
JANET McKENZIE 
App .-Flashing dimple 
F.S.-"Whal page are we on?" 
P.P.- Silling next to her books 
Wcak.-Talking lo Gary 





F.S.-"Meet you at the bottom of 
Ouellette." 
Wedk .- Bodies of water 
P P.- Low math marks 
AmlJ - Coach of the Indiana Swimming 
Team 
1973- 1.B.M. Machine 
MARCELLA MISEK 
AJJp.-Goddess of lntelligenct 
F S.- " lt can' t be." 
PP - E11g li sh 
Weak .- Hockey practice 
Amb .- To comb his hair 
1973- lte almost made it 
WAYNE MUGFORD 
Ap11 - Me.in llbrdrian 
F S -"Yes, Mrs. May?" 
WeJk .- Books 
P P - Bookworms 
Anib - Librarian 
1973- " Yes, Mrs. May." 
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MARINO MIDDLETON 
App.-Repelled 
F.S.-"Your eyes are like a cesspool 
of sex." 
Weak.-Girls 
P.P.-Girls who practice Judo 
Amb.-Doctor 
1973-M.D. (Married Dope) 
DAVE MOLLARD 
App.-! dare you 
F.S.-"That woman of mine." 
Weak.-A special Dane 
P.P.-Teachers who talk too much 
Amb.-Phys. Ed. teacher 
1973-Talking too much 
JACK MUMA 
App .-Dreaming of 
F S-"Oh well" 
We~k.-A 'certai~ blonde (or redhead) 
(or brunette) 
P.P.-Taking dogs for walks 
Arnb.-Accountant 
1973--0wner of a kennel 
/JEAN MILL 
App.-! don't get it 
F.S.-"Thal' s no right." 
Weak.-Old Spice 
P.P.-Latin, French, History, etc. 
Amb.-Nursing 
1973--Singing to the patients 
GLORIA MOODY 
App.-Sexy 
Weak.-A brainy boy 
F.S.-"Man is he swingin' ." 
P.P.-A Buddhist 
Amb.-To pass Latin 
1973--Veni, vidi , vici 






1973--Page girl in parliament hall 
Kl Y: Aµp.- Appearance F.S.- Favourite Saying Weak.-Weakness P.P.-Pet Peeve Amb .-Ambition 1973--1973. 
SUE MILLER 
App.-A real doll 
Page Eleven 




1973-Bed pan brigade on Dr. Kildare 
ANDY MORO 
App.-Short, dark and handsome 
F.S.-"Who has their Latin done?" 
Weak .-Cars 
P.P.-Doing Latin 
Amb.-Radio and TV announcer 





Weak.-Talking in Algebra 
Amb .-"Honours" in math 
1973--Mathematician 
Page Twelve THE KENCOLL 1963 
MIKE PANCHESON 
App.-Flat nose 
F.S.-"O.K., Mr. McGrahan." 
Weak.-Redhead 
P.P.-Grilde 13 
Amb.-Olympics swim team 
1973-K.C.I. swim team 
JACK POLISZCUK 
App.-The Thinker 
F.S.-"Did you do your French?" 
P.P.-Morning tests 
Weak.-Kulscar and Korosy 
Amb.-Member of 3 Musketeers 
1973-Made it 
SANDY ROLAND 
App .'-The scholar 
F.S.-"Mr. Fletcher, did I ever tell 
you about the time .•. " 
Weak .-Herman girls 
P.P.-"Miss Hope, why is that the 
Pluperfect Subjunctive?" 
Amb.-Honours in Latin (50%) 
1973-"Hope" springs eternal in the 
human breast. 
RICHARD PARCHOMA 
App.-Thal was a joke! 
F.S.-'Tve got one." 
Weak .-A tall blonde 
P.P.-His father 
Amb.-Psychiatrisl 















P.P.-Low geometry marks 
Amb.-Doclor 
1973-Didn' t quite make it 
KEY: App.-Appearance F.S.-Favourite Saying Weak.-Weakness P.P.-Pet Peeve 
DIANE PETRYSHUN 
App.-Don' t you dare! 
F.S.-"What's all this garbage for?" 
Weak .-Athletes 
P.P.-Being called Ed 's little sister 
Amb.-Gym teacher 
1973-Playing football for Clippers 
DENNIS PRIEBE 
App.-Shy 




1973-Treating Mr. L. 
DEEDEE <DIERDRE) ROE 
App.-Willing 
F.S.-"I have to go on a diet. '' 
P.P.-Going on a diet 
Weak.-Danny and ketchup 
Amb.-Lab technician 





Weak .---.:Mickey Mouse 
P.P.-English comp. m.1rks 




F.S.-"Oh, d ... " 










Amb.-To see the world 
1973- Geography teacher 
DAVE SHRIEBER 
App.-Which way did he go? 
r.S .-"Yeh man!" 
Weak .-Short hair 
P P.-Girls 
Amb.- ? ? ? 
1973- ? ? '/ 
App.- Joe Football 
F.S.-"Think I' ll hit Toledo." 
Weak.-A certain commerce girl 
P.P.-Phil and Mary 
Amh.-Announcer 
1973- 1<.C .I. football announcer 
Gl.ORIA SMITH 
Apµ --Some kind of a nut 
f S --" I don 't know." 
W,.Ji --Gdry 
PP - Lalin 
Arnll - Teacher 
1973- Garus, Gari 2M 









App.-Sugar and spice 
F.S.-"Oh! No!" 
Weak .-Cashews 
P.P .-Cigar smoke 




F.S .-"We had a fight." 
Weak .-Jimrnie 
P.P .-Riding elevators with G.M. 
Amb.-It all depends 
1973-lndependent 
ALICE SILCOX · 
App .-Real holy! 
F.S.-"l'm going to be sick." 






F.S.-"Same as Joanne." 
Weak.-The same "guy" 
P.P.-CWL 
Arnb .-Lab technician 






Amb.-Phys. Ed. teacher 
1973-Fleo, flere, itchi, scratchum 








1973-A dictionary, but? 
DENNIS SMITH 
App.-Shady 
F.S.-"Please-Just one more mark." 
P.P.-Math teachers 
Weak.-Doing problems a different 
way 
Amb.-To pass by persuading the 
teachers 
1973-Got l more mark 
HARVEY STROSBERG 
App.-Baldy 
F.S.-"And I said to myself ... 








F.S.-"You ain't got no scruplM." 
Weak.-White convertibles 
P.P.-Mr. Gretes' Dodge convertible 
Amb.-Dentist 




P.P.-Teachers who say "speak up'' 
W,alc.-Stardust dances 
Amb.-lab technician 
1973-Just a llltle bit louder 
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RON THOMPSON 
App.-Curly 
F.S.-"l'm not Te>!'' 
Wealc.-Armouries 
P.P.-A certain man of science 
Amb.-Gllirgy 
1973-Rabbi, Shaar Hashomaylm 
WAYNE WHITFIELD 
App.-"Rainy whealfield" 















F.S.-"let's go shoot some pool." 
Wealc.-New Jokes 
P.P.-Old Jokes 
Amb.-To get out of Grade 13 




Wl!alc .-Pam Borthwick 
P.P.-Phil Chauvin 
Amb.-Teacher 
1973-Still after Pam 
KEY: App.-Appearance F.S.-Favourite Saying Weak .-Weakness P.P.-Pet Peeve Amb.-Ambition 1973-1973. 
TIM WEATHERELL 
App.-Clueless 
F.S.-"Son of a gun." 
P.P.-Army commands with an 
English accent 
Weak.-Grinning at M.E.B. 
Amb.-Doctor 
1973-Flnally clued In 
TIM PHILLIPS 
App.-Pucker 




1973-H indering populat ion explosloo 
In China 
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13A 
3rd Row: R. Thompson, V. Ternowesky, A. Stewart, Y. Calvar, E. Elmaver, D. Brown, T. Phillips, G. Minella. 
2nd Row: V. Pistor, M. Rose, M. Middleton, W. Mugford, J. Allen, T. Smith, J. Beausoleil, R. Greenwood. 
1st Row: l. Makosky, S. Roland, H. Strosberg, I. Katzman, R. Hamlin, Mr. H. Hendershot, S. Grossman, D. Hataley, T. Wilson, R. Patrick, D. Priebe. 1 
Absent: B. McGovern. 
THE NEW, NON-DENOMINATIONAL 
UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR 
(with which Assumption University merges July 1, 1963) 
CONGRATULATES THE 1963 GRADUATING CLASS 
of 
HON. E. C. KENNEDY COLLEGIATE INSTITUTE 
and welcomes your inquiries about continuing your education in any of the 
following fields: 
ARTS-i PURE SCIENCES-i BITSINESS ADMINISTRATION~ 
ENGINEERING-i HOUSEHOLD SCIENCE-i NUB~ING 
For information about scholarships, bursaries, student loans - Contact the REGISTRAR, 
ASSUMPTION UNIVERSITY OF WINDSOR. 
400 HURON LINE 253-4232 
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3rd Row: J . Pollszczuk, G. Marentette, B. Korosy, W. Whitfield, J. Kulscar, J. Liburdi, V. Kubicki, M. Klinck, F. Ouellette, G. Maddocks, B. Darvony. 
2nd Row: D. Moore, D. Skoyles, L. Marentette, B. Greenway, D. Smith, G. M acCoubrey, G. Bronstein, G. Lewis. 
lsl Row: A. Masotti, M. Brown, J. Beaupre, I. Wexler, G. Bray, Miss Pullen, J. McKenzie, I. Jensen, M. Misek, T. Weathereli. 
Absent: D. Skoyles, D. Moore, F. Ouellette, B. Darovny, J. Bellaire. 
Compliments of 
Mayor · Michael Patrick 
Mrs. C. H. Montrose 
S. W. Atkinson -
Thomas R. Brophey 
Roy Battagello 
Frank 117. W ansborough 
'---, ALDERMEN 
Dr. Roy Perry 
Wm. C. Riggs 
0 liver M. Stonehouse 
D. Clarke 
W. John W heelton 
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3rd Row: D. Harper, T. Seibert, B. McIntyre, H. Bussey, S. Potts, G. Smith, L. Spidy, A. Moro, R. Parchoma, J . Muma, J. Lenardin, G. Maxwell. 
2nd Row: M. Pancheson, G. Boychuk, S. Armstrong, C. Sharon, S. Miller, J. Mills, S. Greenhow, G. Emerson, L. Newman, J. Remsing, C. Center, C. 
Smart, K. Huth, S. Vidler, D. Mollard. 
1st Row: D. Roe, D. Petryshyn, L. Alexander, S. Allen, A. Silcox, Mr. D. Hyland, J. Smail, M. Bradacs, B. Brophy, N. Harkness, V. Delco!. 
130 CLASS NEWS 
By Vic!cy Delcol 
The Place: Rome The Time: 2000 B.C. 
As we travel back in time, I wonder if 13C will be 
any different in the ancient setting of Rome. 
I see the King, Andy Moro Augustus, seated on his 
throne. The immortal words, "Omnes aequo animo parent 
uhi digni imperant" (All men cheerfully obey where 
worthy men rule) are written above him. He is arguing 
with the chief Latin teacher, Miss Hop<', about Latin 
grammar, which he feels is entirely too hard for the Latin 
student. 
Lorraine Alexander is waiting to speak to the king. 
She wants him to excommunicate the chemistry teacher 
because he will not stop asking where he can find the 
atomic weights of common Roman elements. There seems 
lo be a small war going on in the corridor of the palace. 
Ted Siebert, the royal bouncer, is trying to remove Harold 
I1uss<'y who is causing the disturbance. Harry is resisting, 
but Ted sticks to his job, while muttering the words 
"Quod i ncepi conficiam" ( What I .have begun, I shall 
finish.) Outside the streets are filled with patrons, for 
today h, a holiday in Rome. In the public square the 
lhe head senator, BoL Mclnty f ' "Felix qui potuit rerum 
rngnoscere causas" (Happy is he who has been able to 
l<'arn the reasons for things), is awarding royal badges 
lo Gloria Iloychuk, Sandra Potts, and Cheryl Center, for 
hC'ing the best apple pie makers this side of the Medi-
terranean. 
Although it is a holiday, Gloria Smith and Diane 
Petryshun are working diligently outside the school. They 
are marking papers. They can't understand why they 
shouldn't be able to speak the language they want, where 
they want. Remember girls, when in Rome, <lo as the 
Romans do. Laughing at them are Mary Bradacs, Kerry 
Huth and Sue Vidler whose motto seems to be "Gaudea· 
mus iuvenes dum sumus" (Let us rejoice while we are 
young). 
What's this? Everyone seems to be clearing the street, 
Jt must be the chariot race between Don Harper and 
Graham Maxwell. They are racing lo see who has the 
better chariot. Graham has a grin on his face because he 
knows that he has the hest chariot in Rome. I see Don 
has invented a new pair of torches for the front of hia 
chariot. Maybe he will be able to see those creeks fro~ 
now on. Well, as the great Roman scholar, Gail Emen 
might say, "Experientia docet" (Experience is the b~ 
teacher) . Another great race is to take place today. Mike 
Pancheson is swimming from Rome to Athens non-stoP, ' 
with the utmost speed, being closely pursued by Lorraini 
Spidy who is trying her best lo catch up to her rival. Goo4 
luck, to both of you. . 
I hear music coming from the forum. It must he tit,i · 
for the noted singer, Jean Mill, to perform. Right no\t 
die is singing the theme song from the fabulous new playf 
"The Life and Love of Richard Parchoma". The critics · 
nrc saying that he is hound to make it the biggest hf{~ 
in the history of Rome. There is a huge crowd hert 
listening to her. One girl in the audience, Nancy Hark1 
ness, is trying very hard to concentrate on the music, bu\ 
she seems to be bothered by Jack Muma, the Peever, who- , 
is seated beside her. He is continually uttering the word~ 
"Veni, vidi, vincam" (I came, I sawi I will conquer), 
Her friend, Dee Dee Hoe, thinks it's rather funny, bul 
tries to make Nancy feel helter by saying, "Viri sun! 
malum consilium quod mutari non potest" (Men are ar 
evil plan that can't be changed) . 
THE KENCOLL 1963 
l3D 
2nd Row: P. Hoffman, J. Chambers, D. Knight, R. Scpeptak, N. Garetson, B. Hyland. 
1st Row: J . Penney, B. Faringer, B. Woods, M. Smith, K. Mclyhan, 0. Alliet. 
THE NEXT 
IMPORTANT STEP 
AFTER GRADUATION ... 
New Queen's teaching-research ce11tre for physics 
Page Nineteen 
University is the next important · step for those who plan to continue their education. A 
University is many thing's: students, faculty, buildings ... a place of learning for a new 
world ... where not only the sctenees but the traditions of the humanities contribute to 
understanding in human relations. 
At Queen's degree programs are offered in: Arts and Science, Medicine, Applied Science, Law, 
Commerce, Physical and Health Education, Nursing, and Graduate Studies. 
Copies of ·The Next Important Step" published for the information of senior students may 
be obtained by writing to: 
The Principal's Office 
QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY, KINGSTON, ONTARIO 
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12A 
3rd Row: E. Pltters, W. Zawadski, V. Chanady, T. McGinnis, C. Kadar, J. McMartin, F. Lipischak, T. Carter, S. Schwartz, T. White. 
2nd Row: J. Yacobovlc, J. Steiner, R. Wilson, B. Pollock, B. Ronson, C. Currie, R. Van Gastel, J. Loaring, A. Kamin, I< . Wallace. 
lsl Row: J. McCullough, L. Center, C. Dell, N. Miles, R. Horvath, C. Pataky, Miss Hope, C. Mccready, D. Craig, E. Ritzmann, G. Klett, K. Binder, E. ' 
George. 
Absent: D. Kennedy, E. Laub, P. Nixon. 
CASE OF THE MISTAKEN IDENTITIES 
OF 12A 
Richard V ............................ : ..................................................... the show-off 
John Y. .................................................................................... the quiet man 
Nancy M . ............................................................... the red-head (M.P.) 
Lynn C ................................................. Cheryl, Barb, Sandy or Roz 
Clara D ................................................. Howdy Doody's Clown pal 
Carol M ........................................ the frequent visitor ( to Detroit) 
Jim M. . ....................... :........................................................... the tough guy 
,vally Z ............................................................................... Miss Hope's pet 
'fon1 W ................ : ........................................................................ ............ the fish 
Judy M. . ................................................................................... lotus blossom 
Csabi K . ................................................................................. the guitar man 
Carol P . .......................................................................................... the chemist 
Diane C ......................................................................... the trouble maker 
l;--rank L ................................................ .. ............................................... the loner 
Ken W ........................................................................................ the thin man 
Bob R. .......................................... flag eye (red, white and blue) 
Jim S ................................................................................ ..... the hockey star 
Alan K. ............................................................................................. the athlete 
Val C. . ..................................................... the answer man ( 1 a week) 
Tim M . ............ _. ................................. , ........................................... the car hop 
John i . ............................. ................................................................ the walker 
Rose H . .............................................................................. Val's counterpart 
Erna R. ........... : ...................................................... the little German girl 
Edith G ............................................................... ~ ................................. the talker 
Tom C. ····· ····························:· .. ········ ··················· ········ ·· ···· the perfect pupi~ l 
Eric P . ............................................................... the ad for a hair dye 
Katie B ............................................... ...... ..... ... the dentist's guinea pig 
Clayton C . ... .................................................................................... the hunter 
Giselle K. ...................................... ............. ............... the Fuller pen girl-
Sam S .......... ........................ ................................................. .... .. ........ the brown · 
Eric L . ..................................... .................................................. the water boy 
Ron W . ................... ................................. ..... ... ...... the bad boy of 12A. 
Brian P ................. ... ..... ..... .............................. .. ............. .. .. .. ........ .. ... all thumli 
Miss Hope .............................. ................................... ........... ... ..... the warden 
STUDENTS RECEIVE SPECIAL ATIENTION 
AT 
VARSITY SPORTS CENTRE 
71 RIVERSIDE DRIVE WEST 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
Specialists in 
OUTFITIING SCHOOLS AND COLLEGES 
• Boys and Girls Gym Clothing 
• Team Uniforms and Equipment · J 
• School Jackets J 
• Award Crests and Lettering l 
"The Right Equipment for Every Sport" 
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" 3rd Row: J. McCrae, D. Mani as, W. Holmes, M. Maleyko, R. Ronholm, S. Cuthbert, D. oeach, T . Payne, B. Lonopasky, C. Fellows, F. Hidi, D. Rawlings, 
· D. Schreiber. 
, 2nd Row: R. Gorski, E. Pearce, S. Szan iszlo, S. Joffe, N. Richardson, F. Mill, D. Philipchuk, J. Madoff, B. Cunningham, B. Woschenski, B. Burchmorc. 
1st Row: D. Eccles tone, E. Bauer, V. Carter, L. Lazarov itch, B. Young, Mr. A. Fletcher, K. Guymer, A. Ouellette, I. Butavicius, 0 . Liszczak, C. Asner . 
l2B CLASS NEWS 
Cl1nrl A . ........ . . " l was only sellin g ti ckets, sir. 
1-:ilina n. 
llo11 g B. 
llri a11 H. 
r l 11 ·11a B . 
. ...... ........ .. s till got one foot in th e doo r 
"I'm .iust a wolf in sheep's dothing." 
....... " What! P e rfect in memory work?" 
.. ......... . ' ·' l'sk! Tsk! l\fr. Letourneau. Yon'Jl get 
an ulcer." 
1 · \'i, kr <:. ................ .................. ..... ... such a sweet'? littl e " thing" 
11 111, < : . .. ... ...... '· Yup .. . No pe ... Ynp .. . etc., etc., etc." 
S11111 ( :. ..... .... . ..... ..... anxious Lo go to " Toledo" 
l>ii1111· F . .......... ........ ··I1ow ca 11 yo u get anybody if you don ' t 
wear a swea te r'?" 
l . Cl, atlt ·:-i r. ... ··or co urse, of course, of course !" 
I'd,· C. ... ... ..... ............ .... . ... ... ........ .. ... " BF · ... sigh!" 
l~t, 11 C . ........ .. ....... ... . ma ki11 µ: Corski's Pickles ( it fi gures) 
1\1111·11 ( ;_ ....... ..... ......... . ' ·Can I have a ride home, ~ rley ?" 
l'rd11~ II . ................. ........ .... ..... .. ... ..... . " I left my hea rt in Ohio." 
W«)lll' II. ....... ........ .. ... ··J\Ir . Lco11liardt~ my shorts are not 
showing!" 
:tun J. . ............................ . .... ......... " It's not fat , it' s muscle !" 
Bui, I\ . . ........... .. .......... !:.i\ lay name is not 'Koonpashec'." 
i l.i111l,1 I.. ' 'J\l r. Fl1·td1er, l'm not 011 my knees !" 
0 u1 1a I.. .. "()It I n ·111 ·a , l 'n : gut somethin g tu tell you." 
Jdf ~I. . .. .. .. ... "Y11 11 ca11 do au yth iu g lo me, liul don't 
hurt my hrain!" 
.. 1 i.; u11 ' l r-c-a-d my o-w-11 w-r-i-t-i-11-g" 
........................... ' · J\.J y l,rotlt e ,4 11a111e is 'Hose'." 
.. ............... " I onl y had a l hi·! ) coke !" 
...... 1\1 r. Fldchc r's littl e " Flossie': 
.... ... favouril suhjcc l- history 
.. "Ju I a 111in11l c. l 'II work it out on my 
slide rule." 
Ed P ...... ... .. ..... ........ ...... ...... ... ...... .... future occupation- psychiatrist 
Dan P ... .... " I spend my time in the library." ( doing what?) 
Don H . ..... .... .............. .... .. .. ... ............ .... .... " T errific _! Heally terrific !" 
Na ncy R. ... ................ .... .. ..... the Folerence Nightingale of 12B 
Hon H . ........... .. ..................... ......... ... .......... .. .................... 12B's movie star 
Dave S ..... .. .. ............... ... ................ "Ask me ! I know everything !" 
Bill W . ............. ................... ... ....... future Sentry employee (H.W.) 
Bev. Y .............. ..... .. .. .. "Mr. Fletcher, I don't see how you do 
that question. " ".,, 
l\T r. Fletcher ...... "Speak up Bev., I forgot my hearing aid. " 
l\I r. Leonhardt .. ... .. .... . an original I\1r. L. quote from a 
typical dass period: "Cock-a-doodle-doo, 
The chicken flew the coop. " 
·l\ fr. Thomson ......... .. . pet peere- 11oisy 1213 and strangling 
Joffe. "We're jusl too close to the office." (says Stu11) 
COMPLIMENTS AND GOOD WISHES 
FROM 
NIAGARA RESTAURANT 
89 UNIVERSITY WEST 
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3rd Row: W. Jasey, K. Armstrong, L. Fitch, W. Staudt, L. Quinn, C. Skiba, R. Wyszyinski, K. Meier, D. Graves, T. Fields, G. Reynolds . 
2nd Row: B. Outram, W. Molloy, G. Arquette, L. Gardner, P. Borthwick, M. Biddle, P. Monger, B. Mahoney, B. Dunlop, B. Cherniak, M. Cohen. 1 : 
1st Row: E. Daws, M. Carrierre, E. Eilbacher, J. Upham, S. Rhodes, D. Miles, Mrs. Arel, C. Mock, P. Pringle, G. Preibe, A. Rohrbach, L. Marqui\ 
1 
12C CLASS NEWS Bob C ............. 1964- still using cap itals (X, L) in Alo-rl,ra 
More Cars'n Tunes by Ryce Len F ...... ................... "But Rick, my HENAULT has 3 lops.~ 
Tom F . ........................ he can't a-FOIW to lose those marki 
Greg R. .. ................ still practicing D'ART of dispeningcoke 
Walt S ....... (favourite subject) "J'aime la BONNEVILLE 
de Windsor." 
Pat P ......................... she takes the GRAND PRJX for talking 
Cynthia M ........... .................. ............................................... 12C's compact 
Brian M . ................................. he SPRINTS around the last lap 
Sandra R. ........................ many think she's ELECTRA-fying 
Ann R. ................................................ lookin' for a Wild Weekend 
Gary A . ..... ... .................. .. .............. " ... my dad calls me Gary." 
Ches S ............. " .... Walled Lake .... that's where it is." 
Bruce J .................................................. .. FURY-ous about our Fury 
Bob D ............................................................. thinks C.M. is SPECIAL 
Larry Q ................... (favourite saying) "Oh, Mr. Dee-Jay!" 
Peter M ..................................... doesn't understand the twist or 
CONTINENT AL 
Marty C. .......................................... "how COM-ET isn't a pass?" 
Boh 0 ...... ......... ......................... .. ....... he SPYDER a long time ago 
Walt J . .. .. .......................... still giving the gears to Miss Hope 
Joan U . ......... ........................ she's the WAGON in all subjects 
Dave G ............................... his "job" CUST-OM about 3 weeks 
Joe V ....... ... ................................. KILLER JOE (with his 390) 
Lucille M ........................... ... ....... passing 4-0-9 suhjects, at least 
Donna M ............. still wondering about her "winter love" 
Marilyn B ........ .. ................................. still trying For 85 per cent 
Larry G ...................................... .... ............. TEMPEST in the pool (?) 
like L. .............. ...... ............... ................... "Au-st-in my locker, sir." 
Gloria P .................................. running a close second to Pat P. 
Klaus M . ........................ (in Algebra) "Give me on<' each bi i 
IMPERJAL, BEL-AIH and IMPALA , 
Rick W ... .. ..... ..... ................ still driving a n'd one, rh ( Feb. 3) 
Ken A . .............................. DESOTO J ordered was chocolat( 
Pam B ................ ... " ... never have 1SCETTA bad word." 
Evelyn D ....... having problems in frf'nch pronounciatior. J 
Margaret C ................ ... ... .......... ... ........... ......... liig help in cl1emislrf · 
Mrs. Arel .. .......... "Walk right in, sit right down, and fcrmez ! 






'TOP HAT , 
SUPPER CLUB I· 
l 
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2nd Row: E. Sim, J. Zgoraisky, T. Ostrander, G. Waterman, P. Aubrey, D. Johns, D. Chadwick, R. Jackson, T. Rivard . 
s. hl Row. B. Beausoleil, R. Sitarz, J. Love, P. Hills, G. Moody, Mr. Leonhardt, M. Wood, K. Gach, B. McCullough, J. MacDonell. 
·a 
" 
Ab~ nl : H. Browning, D. Gibson, M. Green, M . Monteleone, D. Niskasari. 
l1'A VOUIUTE SAYINGS OF CLASS l2D 
,y Kuth y C . ........ .. .. "II i Ho! Hi Ho! It's off to Western I go." 
" Joy L. .. .. ..... "Jack says there is a good show at the Vanity 
this week." 
le · Put II . ....... .. ... "l may not be a Kennedy hut I'm still 12'D's 
class president." 
,11 Mirhdlc W . ........ .. .. "[ like your new tappered pants, Mr. 
y Leonhardt." 
:z Cloriu M . ....... .. ... "Oh he's nice, but I like some0ne else." 
(IK)? 
Hou S . ........... .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .... .... .... ... ...... ..... .. ................... ''You Lig brown!" 
nou~ N . ............ "Oh sure, I have it done. I just fOI'gQt it." 
]11111 Z . ............ ''Football! Basketball tickets and good homo 
milk for sale." 
.............. .. .. "Ca<ls ! These long 'God Save the 
Ouecn's' on Monday mornings." 
D,·1111 i:; C . .. .. .. " But ... !nit ... Sir! Well, could it be: .. " 
M111 y M . ..... .. ................. ................... .. .... .. .. "Hello! Hello! Hello!" 
Jim M . .. ............ "l'll gel 'Old School Sp irit' to sit up in his 
grave and take notice." 
P Ir r A . ...... "Gel fouled out of any more games, Pat?" 
'um H . ........ .. ............ .............. "I wish I could press 95 pounds." 
I \ (;, ......... .. ''I UIII supposed lo l>e dass treasurcr, but I 
never get any money.'~ 
I) 11 11)' J . ................. "Ah gee I wish I coulJ pass a test and 
be happy." 
ot11 0 . ....... .. "This isn't a smoker's cough. It's the cough 
of a dying man." 
Bob B ......... ................ "I can't help it if I own a broken down 
wreck of a car. 
Bob M ................... "If this parachute doesn't work, I'm going 
to return it." 
Gary W . .......... ... ........... "I have a date on Saturday night with 
two chicks." 
Eddie S ........ .. ..... .......... "Well, you see sir-it's this way-" 
Roger J. ........................................................................ "No comment." 
Mr. Leonhardt .................. "This is not a threat class. It is a 
statement of a fact. Thanks Class (for keeping your 
big mouths shut) . When are we going to have a 




SCHOOL PINS - CRESTS 
TROPHIES - PRIZES, ETC. 
102 LOMBARD STREET, TORONTO 
l . 
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3rd Row: G. Popovich, C. Paulin, R. Forster, R. Carpenter, T. Houlahan, J. Love, D. Cakebread, J . Bially, J. Beli, A. Glajch, B. Glen. 
2nd Row: S. Lindley, S. Thomas, M. Kuzemka, M. Clark, D. Litfin, M. Wigeluk, D. Rizzi, E. Wells, M. Mollard, S. Goulding, H. Whyte, M. Peacey. 
1st Row: G. Stech, S. Smith, J. Shepherd, C. Chambers, L. Shapiro, Mr. McGrahan, L. Carter, S. Marshall, J. Babiuk, C. Daniher, E. Drimer. 
Absent: 0. Prystanski. 
THE EVER-EXCEEDINGLY EXCELLENT 
CLASS OF 12E 
Terry H . ......................................................... "Let's blow this joint." 
Janette B. .............................. writing stories for Man Magazine 
Elizabeth W ............................................................................ farmer's wife 
Margaret P . .................................................. .................................. 12E's fish 
Joe B .......................................................... .... ............................... . curb cruiser 
Elaine 0 . .................... .................. ................ stilling waiting for I van 
Heather W .............................................. ................... .............. Mrs. W--
Gloria S ..................... ... ..................................... getting up at "Dawn" 
Rickey C ........................ .. ................................ undertaker at Janisses' 
Sheila S ................... chief mechanic at Windsor Automotive 
David C. ........ ................................ .. "Darn it, I missed a stroke." 
Sharon M ............................... taking advise from a J .A .. advisor 
Bill G ...................... ........................... choosing a farmer's daughter 
Cathy D .............................................. "Oh Antonio-Ohhh Tony!" 
Ray F ......... : .............. .......................... ... ...................................... worm picker 
Jim B ..... .... ............................ playing "Left Out" for Red Wings 
Carolyn C ........................................... "Does she or doesn't she?" 
Sheila G. .................................................................................... our "Pixie" 
Joyce S. ...................................... .......... keeping up with the Jones' 
Susan T ......................................... : ... ................ sitting by the "Brook" 
Lynda C ................................................. wants to fill her hope chest 
Mary K ................................................. "Love that Mr. McGrahan." 
Jay L .............................................................. .. fastest hand in the west 
George P ........................................... selling peanuts at "half-time" 
Ma.rilyn C. .. ." ................................. test driver for "Willy's Jeep" 
Mary W . ..................................... ~ .. : ..................................... raising soldiers 
Archie G ............................................................. "I hear church bells." 
Orest P . ................... ............................. planning a female invasion 
Diane R. ....................................... "I'm going to marry a miser." 
Diane L. bubble dancer for the low -sudsing cletcrge&' 
Cameron P . ....................... ........ ...... .. .. ...... .............. .............. class hislor1at' 
Lana S ................... why do you always rush out of history'_ 
Sue L. .................... ......... .. .. ...... ...... .... .... ... ................ 6 ft. 2, eyes of hi~ 
Mary M ..... ........ .. ...................... planning to be Mrs. Boh~i' 
Mr. McGrahan ..................................................... .. ..... who'll catch him~ 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
BILL & AL DUMMER 
20 ELLIS STREET EAST 




3255 WYANDOTTE EAST 
1· 
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)rd Row: D. Thompson, J . Preston, P. Madill, D. Chandler, R. Schooley, J . B.ailey, R. Zanin, A. Rosen, D. Zawadski, J . Simkins . 
2nd Row: L. Lavery, L. McAdams, N. Techko, M. Wilson, L. Trelford, A. B.arrow, C. Semark, J . Allison, D. Townsend, W. Tasary. 
hL Row: c. Lee, D. Pitters, J. Bridges, M. Holmes, C. Coumoundouros, S. Temcheff, Mr. Gretes, S. Riggs, J. Fitzsimmons, A. Hartley, F. D'Annunzio, 
R. Ellbacher. 
TOP TUNES OF llA 
By Margie Wilson 
Janey A ........... .... .............. ............. ......................... "Mama Didn't Lie" 
Joh11 B . ..... ............................. .. ....... .. ........... .......... "Johnny, Get Angry" 
1:JI; ·fi. 1~.' ... ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· .... ~:.~~~-~~ ... :~~~~.~-~ .. . :.~.~~:Y,,T!~gL~v:1:~:: 
01'\'icl C . ...... .. ...... ...... .................... ....... .......... .. ....... "Let's Turkey Trot" 
Oiri11 C . ..... .... .. .. ........................................................ "Dear Lady, Twist" 
f'um I), ....... .. ......... "Anything you can do, I can do better" 
R . I:: ................ ............................................... ........................ "Somewhere" 
1'u•;7 /· ... ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::··~·~1<:7~~0fnf s1~~nu~:: 
O,n G . ........ ..................... .. ........ "All I Have to do is ' D~am" 
Anndt I( ........... .. ............ .................................... "Little Dutch Town" 
· M tlJ1a II ....... .. .. .. .. ...... .. ... ...... .. .... ..................... .. ............ "Dev il or Angel" 
lbJi L. ........ ... .. .... .. .. ...... .. ............... ..... .. ......... "Don't Make Me ·Over" · 
• nni I .. .. .. ........... ........... .. .. .. ........ .... .................. ............. "Happy Street" 
P•ula M . .. .. .... .. ....... ...... .. ............ ~ .. .......... .. ................... ...... "Hey, Patila" 
Lynoe M . ...... " Oocs Your Chewing Cum Lose its Flavour" 
. , by P . ............. ........... ...................... .. .. ............ .. .. ...... "Surfin' Safari'' 
.. Jt I'. ~~-~ .. ... ................ .. .... .. ................. ....... ...... "What Will Mary Say" 
R. ~-·~ ........ .. .... ........ .......... .. .... .. ........... .......................... " 'fell Me Why" 
8 n R . . ~ ........... ... .. .. ........... .... :...... .......... .......... "Tower of Strength~' 
rt . ... ................. .. .. .. ................. .. ........ .. .. .. .... "\Valk Like a Man" 
'~ :: ...:::~~:·::: :::::::: :: ::: :: .: ::::::::::: :::: :::::::::::::::::: · .. ~~-~:;uHi~hhW;;~:: 
w, T . ....... .. ......................... .. .. .... ............... "That's Old Fashioned" 
T. •.. . .......................... ...... ........ ....................... "Little" Town Flirt" 
David T .............. ............. ............. ............ ... "Every Day's a Holiday': 
Diane T ............. .. ...... .. ................................................................. "My Dad'' 
Linda T . .. ......... ..... ... ......................................... "You Talk Too Much" 
Wanda T ....................... ... ........ .. ....... "Don't Mention My Name" 
Margie W .................................................... It's a Big, Wide World" 
Dennis Z ......................... "Keep Your Mind on What You're ,,.,v 
Doing" 
Ron Z ............... ......... ........................... .. .. "I'll Try Something New" 
Mr. Gretes ..................................................................... " Wild Weekend" 
BAILLIE'S MUSIC CENTRE 
FINEST SELECTION OF 
RECORDS 
320 PELISSIER STREET 
PHONE 252-0369 
SHANFIELD'S - MEYER'S 
JEWELLERY & CHINA SHOP 
FINE SELECTION OF ENGLISH BONE CHINA 
DINNERWARE - CUT CRYSTAL - DIAMONDS 
WATCHES - SILVERWARE 
STUDENTS WELCOME 
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3rd Row: T. Grayson, G. Fallis, J. Kent, B. Ursell, S. Solomans, J. Costescu, D. Wiley, I. Clark. 
i· 
i 
2nd Row: F. Edgley, R. Brady, M. Zorzitto, D. Flachbarth, A. Ozad, S. Roach, G. Rubin, F. Bussey, M. Gordner. 
1st Row: L. Bondy, A. Boiwka, M. Wight, A. Dalrymple, F. Rain, Mr. Walter ,E. Pare, C. Laforet, E. Smith, M. Gillingham, R. Dallaire. 
Absent: E. Cerchie, B. Gitlin, V. Lenardon, D. Lewis. 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IN 11.B IF 
By Tom Grayson and Associates 
Ann B ............................... had her name pronounced correctly 
Lenore B. ................................................... didn' t play with "birds" 
Ron B . ........................ wore sweat pants to school every day 
Francis B . ...... ........ didn't win the euchre games in the QM 
Eliana C ........................... ................ didn't have a musical name 
Ivan C ................. ................ .. ..... wrote his notes in just one colour 
Jim C ...................................................................... ... voted for Medi-care 
Rosemarie D ....................................................... joined the Mounties 
Arlene D ........................... .............................................. ...... was speechless 
Francis E. .................. ........... .. ....... .... drank fluoride on the rocks 
Gerry F ........... .... .......... gave all the right answers in math 
Dora F . ......... wasn't from Pittsburgh (that's in the U.S.) 
Marjorie G ................ thought Winnipeg weather was better 
Bill G . ..... ...... ...... ....... stopped chasing mermaids from Texas 
Mike G ......................... didn't know how to copy note books 
Tom G ......................... could dreaIJl up some good class news 
John K. ........................ didn't have "press'' at the Armouries 
Carolyn L. .................... ....... .................... ............. yelled at Mr. Christie 
Vienna L ............. talked more than once in English class 
Doreen L. ................................................ made a little noise in class 
Angela 0 . .................... ..... .. ........................... went to Stratford alone 
Eileen P . ............................. ... ...................... was a spy for the U.S.A. 
Frances R. ........... .. ..... didn't monopolize on the excuse slips 
Susan R. ............................... .................... wasn't Mimi Hines' double 
Gail R. ............ wasn't our vice-president in charge of vice 
Evelyn S ........................................ was amiable to Mrs. Aitchison 
Steve S ............................... was half of "Solomons and Sheba" 
Ben U .......... .. ............. answered, "Does he, or doesn't he?" 
Margaret W . ... ......... .. ....................... ................................ .. .... had lock-jaw 
Derek W ................................ ..................... ........... didn't use "Tonette" 
Marisa Z ........... ................... .... wasn't a French-speaking Italii 
Mr. Walter .......................................... didn't believe in time lint 
Whole Class ........................... , ........... was all present just one d~ 
Compliments of 
LYLE'S MEN'S WEAR 
318 OUELLETTE AVENUE 
(Next to Palace Theatre) 
STEWART'S 
FLOWERS & GIFTS 
YORKTOWN SHOPPING SQUARE 
YO 9-0420 
Specializing in PROM CORSAGES 
i 
FOR YOUR FAVOURITE PIZZA SNACK OR DINNER ; 
Patronize 1 ·
MARIO'S RESTAURANT 
PIZZA TO TAKE OUT OR DELIVERED 
2105 OUELLETTE CL 4-8151 . 
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3rd Row: J. Pollock, K. Mossman, B. Dureno, P. Carley, J . Smith, J. Thomson, D. Alexander, B. Potts, R. Brown, S. Thomas, B. Eddy. 
2nd Row: H. Welker, T. Soanes, R. Beaudine, F: Cheetham, W. Machnik, W. Lock, A. Jacks, Z. Muroff. 
hl Row: I. Kubicki, D. Grundy, B. Ameila, J. Brinkman, M. Lutsch, V. Pereshuhla, E. Eory, Mr. Lougheed, A. Thomas, Y. Muzzin, N. Skiba, B. Feil , 
T. Peters. 
Ab~nl: J . Kidd, E. McKinnon. 
}tUTUltE OCCUPATIONS OF nc 
Antliors Anonymous 
I ),1vid A . .......... .. .. ............... ........ .......... ............. "Alexander the Flop." 
Barl,ura A . ...................... .. .... ........................................................ chorus girl 
Hur B . .... ........ .. ... .. .... .... .. ..... .... .. .. ...... ... UC ambassador lo Pygmies 
Juui · · B . ....... .. .. .. ....... .. ... .... ....... watchman al the Peabody Bldg. 
ll ir~ B . ........... ............... ................ .. ..... .. .. . sweeper in an English pub 
i'l,il (: . ............... ... ....... .................. ......... ....... .................................. cheerleader 
F1u11k C. .................................... M.C. of "Poppeye & His Pals" 
limn: D . ............. ............................... ......................... Mr. lronized l<liol 
~~1,,::~~l L·. ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·. ·.·.·.·..·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.·.-.·.-.·.-.-.·.-.·.·.·.-.·.-.-.·.·.-.-.-.-.·.·.·.-.-.-.-.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.-.-.-.·.-.·.-.-.-. ~~f;:~tii~~~~:,~ 
Brc111la F . ............ .. .. ...... ... ... ........................................ ................ .. ....... ask Pete 
! D01111u C . .......... .. .... .... .... ............................. .. .. ......... cheering up George 
Ala11 J. .......... ...... .............. ............... .. ............................... .............. ... ... .. ..... rabbi 
Ju, ·k K . ................ ...... .... .... ................. ...... ... ... ...... ... .. ... ... .. .... ................. ...... pirate 
ln·11c K . ............................... .. ... .. .. .. owner of a suspende r company 
W ultcr L. ......................... .. ... replacing Chester on "Gunsmoke'~ 
Mury L. ........... .. .................................................. switch-board operator 
~ ·mt:r M . ........ ....... ......... ..................... repairing used soccer balls 
· Etlu·l M ...................................... .... .. ......... , .. .. bouncer in a Lar room 
'co M . ................. ................ ..... ........ .. ........ .... employed Ly . Pollock 
Z rhury M ...................... .. .. ...... ............................... .... Jewish folk singer 
Y\'unm: M . .................................... making pizzas at the "Italia" 
\ er P . ......................................... ....... ........ ........ ... she stole the Kishka 
·nu."H' P . .. .................. .. ~ .. ..................... .. ....... ....... selling long-John's 
Jhn P . ............................. nwnagcr of "Pollock's Nut House" 
llol, I', ............ .......... .. ...... .... ........... .. .. slave of an irrcsistal,le force 
i 4 y S . ........................... clauirn1a11 of the House of Commons 
J Ut S . .......... ............................... ................. wild animal in a circus 
r : . ....................... .. ............... ... leader of the Illack Diamonds 
J t T . . _ .. ., 110 f ut11n· ... -n11mlcrcd--hy a certain English 
teacher 
• dtt• T . . , ....... .......................... ...... .. ... ........... star in a silent movie 
T. . ..~ ............... .... lead drummer for Salvation Army 
ut \V . ........ .. .. ........ ......................... c.:owboy in a Volkswagen 
Mr. Lougheed ori the wall, 
Mr. Lougheed long and tall, 
Can't you see this wall is plastered? 
Get of/ the wall, Mr. Lougheed! 
TENT & AWNING 
COMPANY 
LI M ·I TED 
• 
"MARV" GOLDIN, General Manager 
• 
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3rd Row: D. Benning, J. Case, D. Litchfield, B. Hyatt, O. Wolfe, J . McArce, D. Andrews. 
2nd Row: S. Mandel, J . Carey, G. Horton, D. Dell, L. Silverstein, J. Malone, A. Levine, D. Fleming. 
1st Row: S. Zawyrucha, L. Pope, L. Lefebvre, P. Mccrae, M. Delmonte, P. Maskery, Mr. R. Davidson, S. Burnham, B. 
S. O'Showy, L. McCellan . 
• 1 Absent: J. Brown. 
' . 
WIIAT WOULD llD BE LIKE IF 
Barhara B. , ........................... ............. .. .................... didn't like tall boys 
Daisy D . .. ................................................................ forgot her "Penney" 
Ruth B . .................................... ..................... didn't understand French Best Wishes To 
Jim B ..... .. .................. stopped flirting with a certain Italian 
Gordon H . ... ....... .. wasn't a sneaky card player, etc., etc. 
John C. .............................. wasn't a "Freedom Fighting Fool" 
KENNEDY STUDENTS 
J ,o rraine M . ........................ didn't have that haunting laugh 
Pat M ..................................... stopped listening to Lynn's jokes from 
Pam M .......... ................................. ever met Doris Day in person 
Don F . ........................ didn't write compositions in geometry 
David A ............ ..................................... acted like a class president 
Jim M. .................................. ....................... .............................. sunk a ship 
Sharon 0 . .................. .................. walked into geometry on time 
Barbara H . ............... .. ............................. : ....... became a curling star 
Lynn L. ....... ... .. ........................... stopped telling those crazy jokes 
Lynda S ....................................................... stopped insulting people 
Steven M . .................................... .. .......... didn't get what he wanted 
David B. .................. opened up his own electrical company 
Alan L .......................... ................ .................................. knew his French 
John M . .................. .. ........................................... was alJergic to flowers 
Bill H . ................................................ didn't laugh at Mr. W.'s jokes 
Sally D .............. ............... .. .............. ...... .... stopped smacking her lips 
1\larisa D ............. didn't say, "His name is so John Smith." 
Sally Z ........................................ .. .. .............. ..................... walked to school 
Lorraine P . ............ didn't write BG all over her Latin Look 
Shar~n B ................... didn't like a certain high-school senior 
Jerry C ........... .... ............. .. ...... ........ ... .......... ............ .... pairl his class dues 
Windsor's Leading Department Store 
0C'nnis L ............................ .......................... ........... .......... . failed geometry 
Oswald W ....................................................... asked a girl for a date 
Mr. Davidson .................. didn't give us those real "toughies" 
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3rd Row: D. Toffl ern lre, S. Li ska, N. Chyz, R. Odette, B. Tait, S. Austin, D. Raykovic, M. Eves, D. Wiley, B. Lee . 
.211d Row : P. Vidler, C. Lillie, P. Holovka, G. Sovran, L. Holden, D. Wallace, B. A. Daichendt, C. Wigle, L. Stech, I. Lopatin, R. Broncelloni, L. Keillor. 
-1 H Row: B. Mllchcll, B. Forsyth, 5. Hart, L. Lancop, C. Mill s, Mr. Letourneau, V. Skaff, 5. Grouix, D. Roy, C. Kobielski, J . Lawton, S. Forman. 
Abm1l: L. Mills . 
lllmE IS THE ILLUSTRIOUS llE 
1'/w11 gh we know what they ought to be, 
'/'/,i.~ is what they truly will be in 1970. 
Uy Hoger Odette and Launnie Stech 
· !'>l111r1111 (;, .. ........ ......... .... ... .... .. .. ....... .. ........... owner of Sharon's Gym 
d .uu1111ic S . ........... .............. .. ... ................ ... ... .. raising little Garetsons 
llt·11t: l .. .......... ................................. .. .............. .. ....... .................. ...... .. ........ lawyer 
· l.)·1111 M . ....... ...... .............. teacher at Assumption High School 
1>011110 ll. ...... .. ....................... .... .............................. .. ............. . kishka hanger 
"Hura ·llu B . ............ ........... ......... ............................ hair stylist for Noel 
· S o,lru F . ............... ..................... .. ............. .. ...... .. ........ clip girL of Canada 
'lk:lly A 1111 F . ........................ ... ....... ........ private secretary for R.B. 
· llil h \I. ..................... ........ .. ................................ selling Morris Minors 
C rolyn 1.. ................... .. .... .. ......... .................. ·... ... "Miss Alberta., V-05" 
· C l,ridla S . ....................................... .. ......... ............. world famous--
·\ uiffl L. .... ...................................... ................ .......... found that someone 
l) y \V . ................................ ... .. ....... .. ........ Miss Sweater Girl, 1970 
. t ur It· K. ................... ................... ..... ................. .. ... selling water skis 
.1 . l)' Ann U . .. .. .................. ~ ................. .... Bell Telephone operator 
1 ,11~ r .. :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::···iii~~~~~; i·~x~1r~; 
, ttl V . . ~ .. ~-, .......... .. ..... .......................... .................. ............ .. "Movie Star" 
. i ~:i, ···~::::~: ::: ::•:::•::.•::•:::::::::::::::::• •········~p:e::1,~r:1~;: 
f If . ........... .............. ............. ....... .. ..... .. .............. .. ... J.A. consultant 
· lt' l W. ~· ................. ....... .................. working in L.P.'s garage 
f• •• _ ·~··· ... ~· ···· ............ ........ still trying to get her license 
.,, 0. ... . ......... -....... ................. ................... ... .... ... dictator of l lE 
Steve A ................... ........... ............. swimming instructor at K.C.I. 
Mike D ............ ................ ............... sales manager for Brillcreme 
Bruce T ..... .. .. ........................ ................... ..... ......... .......... geometry teacher 
Bruce L. ............................................ ....... ... heading back to Toronto 
Milford E . ................................. .. ............... ......... .............................. .... playboy 
Denni$ T ............... ...... .. .. author of "How to Stop the Shakes." 
Nestor C ............................ .............. ........ ..... manufacturing late slips,. 
Doug R. ...................................................... bouncer at K.C.I. dances 
Don W ..................................... still trying to pass grade II physics 
Steve L. ........ .. ..................................... .. ..... English professor at Yale 
WINOGRAD'S 
LADIES' AND MEN'S WEAR 
35. WYANDOTTE EAST 
Phone 253-1717 
WITH BEST WISHES FROM 
TEPPERMAN'S FURNITURE 
1214 OTTAWA STREET 
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3rd Row: G. Nykilchuk, N. Sneath, L. Silverstein, R. Font, P. Monger, C. Elliot, K. Storey, S. Krawek, R. Garrick, V. Wells, J. Popa. 
2nd Row: D. Zerbin, G. Owen, B. Rivard, G. Williams, G. Gibbons, A. Vince, T. Lundy, G. Fathers, D. Reid . 
1st Row: W. Medwid, P. Young, J . MacRae, D. Harper, Mr. Abey, M. Williams, G. Carson, E. Breckner, B. Crowe. 
Absent: C. Awerbuck, E. Prokopchuk, R. Morrisson, S. Roland, D. Gytvei. 
THE TOP 34 RECORDS OF llF 
~~'.r~·1 t.· ..  ·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· ·.· ·. ·.·.·.·.·.·. ·.:·.·.·.·.·. ·.·.·.·. ·.·.·.·.·.:·.·. .:·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.· ·.·. .·.·.·.·.·.·.·.··.  f1:~~cne:,0 c1~~ 
Glen G ............ .................... ........... ... ....... .. .... ... .. .. ......... .... Hey, Hey, Erika 
Gloria G . ............................. .. ... ..... ............ My Little "Pink" Rowboat 
Bill C. ..................... ........................... Who Stole the "Flashbulbs"? 
Charles E . ..................... ...... ................... .... ................... Girls, Girls, Girls 
Gary F . .............. ........ ..... ... I Don't Care How Big You Arc 
Hirhard G . ............................... ... .......... .. .... ....... 3 Steps to the Office 
Tom L. ............. .......... .... ....................... ... ............................ Kathy's Clown 
Gary 0 . ................................ .............. .. ............... I Really Love School 
Doreen H . ....... .. ....................................... I Want to be Wanted (B) 
Rita H . ....................... ....... Nobody Loves Me But "Mr. Bata" 
Steve K . ......................... ... ... ................ .. ..... I'm a Teenage Philosopher 
Jane M . .......... ... .... .... ...... ..................... God, Country, and Tarzan 
Dorthy G ...... .. ............ .... ............. Down the Isle to History Class 
Jerry P . ... ............ .. ..... ..... ...... ... ... ..................... I'm Just a Lonely Boy 
Walt M . ............. ......................................... ...... That Greasy Kid Stuff 
~~;~~: ~·. ·:::·.:·.:·.·.· :::::::·.· :·.·.:::::::·.::::·.·.·.:·.:·.· :·.:::·.:·.:·.:·.::·.·.:·.·.:· :::·.·.·.::·.::·.· ·.· ::·.·  ~l: ! J.OIJ~r 
Paul M ......... ......... .. ....... ............. My Dad! Now, There's a Man! 
Dave R ................................................... Every Little Thing I Take 
Boh R. ............................. .. ........... I Forgot My Homework Again 
Sherrie R. ..................... ..... ........ ....................... Shake, Shake, Sherrie 
Len S . .................................... ................ ................. Little "Dentist" Boy 
Nick S ........................................................ ............... ........ Duke of England 
Krith S ........... ... ............ ... .............. I'm in the Mood for Growing 
\ ic W ................................................................... Goodbye Cruel World 
(;p~·ry W ........... ................... ......................... To Each His Own- Girls 
K~~~} J.· .. :::::::: :::::: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::·"ijt·L·i~ .. T~~:1:c~{;~~ 
Jlf,1111i . Z .......................... .... ................. .. .. .. ... ........ Gino Get the Grapes 
Handy M .......... ........ ............ .. .. .............................. Teenager In Trouble 
Ronald F . .... ... ................. I'm Sliarp With l\J y Twanging Htr.': 
Andy V ... ... .. ..... ........ ....... .............................. Every Little Gi ri I Si 
Mr. Ahey ... ... ... .. ........ ......... .... ......... .... ... ......... .. .... .. .. .. Walk Like a M .. 
HELLO! 
From llF which consists o[ about 31, studenls wh 
we are all present, physically and mentally ( which is . · 
very often). Our home room teacher, Mr. AhPy beg( · 
our day, then we take it f rorn there. Our class is qu~. 
active and I would like to say we liavr. a real great gro · 
of kids who a re capable o[ many s11 rprisr·s wh irli lent 
our class and g ive it colour and enthusiasm . We here ."\ 
llF hope your year has hccn a sucress- our has. }' 
Tliank-y .1 
PHONE CL 3-1115 
KEN WILEY PHARMACY 
R DISPENSING CHEMISTS 
I 
2300 HOWARD AVE., WINDSOR, ONT. 
/' Specializing in PAN-FRIED CHICKEN 
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W Row: II. Bradford, P. Maxim, R. Reid, T. Flood, G. Eddie, R. Andrews, J . Eccleslone, J. Schulde, M. Ke lly, M. Schwartz, J. Pekar, T. Lewis, A. Veck. 
21\d R ; M. Pallerson, N. Gagnon, C. Balogh, A. Desantis, R. Hamara, G. Pearce, D. Pearce, E. Kamin, J. Fathers, J. Butler, D. Rotar, B. Boron, P. 
Hunter, I. T<1ylor, G. Maxwell. 
l» Row: C. Thomas, L. Marion, L. D'Annunzio, N. Ostrander, T. Strosberg, M. S. Simkins, Mr. Wearne, G. Gorski, B. Center, D. Nantais, K. Waterman, 
M. OclCol, J. McIntyre. 
AS WE SEE IT IN lOA 
By M a.rcus et Teri 
1, r. W · rnc .. .... ...................... ........ second hand store merchant 
lt' . rll A .......... .. .. ..... ........... .. ................................... ................... .. silent call 
'11n n B . ................................ .. ................. still trying for the record 
I ,I, ra B ........ .. ... .......................... .................... ....... .......... Latin dreamer 
H tf>lJ B . .... ... ......................... .... ............ .. .. ............. .... "I could just cry." 
J ff)' B . .... ..... ...................... ..... .......... ... .. can't wait for Hallowe'en 
BuLarn C. ..................................................... ....... sweet little lady (?) 
4 argo Jl . ......... .......................... .. ......................... .... "How about that!" 
Angda U . ... ........... ....... .. ...... .. .............. ............... drools over Jerry B. 
l )' D . ........ .. ................... .......................... ....... ....... Emily Pankhurst II 
Jim K .... ............................... ... ................ "Which way did she go?" 
(. ry E . ....... .. ............................... .... ................... loo!cs innocent-but-
J F . .. .. .... .... ......... ..... ...................... wears ·a skort in Phys. Ed. 
TQffl f . ... .. ... .. .. strict diet of chop suey and fortu~ cookies 
'iili G . ......... ...................... .. .. .. .. ......... Nikki, wild dog of the north 
ri (; . ................ .. .. .... .. ........................................ Needs to fail a test 
UMi II . .......... .. ........................ saving his money for a comb 
P I If ........................................ ...................................................... still hunting 
K . .............. ............... .. ... ~ ......... "Whatever it is, it's a gyp." 
r1' K . .............. .. ................................... ............... "Lady Killer" (J.B.) 
L. -........................................ "Eat, drink, and be married!" 
, Anue M . ............................ .. ............ invented sign language 
1 M . .......... .................... .... ..... ...................... ........... lost in the knight 
· ft M . .......................... ~ .......... ........ ~'Who lowered the ceiling?" 
Ji ~ 1. ,., .................... .. .. ... .. .... ... .. .......... "How aoes 2 + 2 make 4, ?" 
0 Lt N . ..... .. .. .. ....... "If only Mr. McVey wasn't married." 
' 0 . ... .. .................. .. ... ..... "Jt's no use Mark, I like N.G." 
urecu P . ... .. .................. ..... .. .................. "Yea, Walkerville ! " (? ) 
P . .. ~~- ......... .. ............. does the Shimmy with his eyebrows 
Darry P . .................................... "Wrong-I'm Garry" (I think) 
Garry P ............................... "Seen one, you've seen 'em both." 
Ron R ...... ............ ............................... "I don't like to argue but-" 
Dolores R. .... ................................................... ..... should learn to walk 
Melvin S .............. .................................................. "Where's the pool?" 
Mary Sue S ...................................................................... a good little girl 
Joe S ........ ..... "But according to Encyclopedia Brittanica-" 
Teri S . ........................ .. ................. .. "How can anyone like boys?" 
Isobel R. ........................... .. ................... needs a new ho·ney jack t 
Connie T ..... ................. ................... .................................................. butterball 
Algis V . .... .. .. .. .............. .......................................... Mr. America (1999) 
Lathy W ........................................ owns stock in a writing firm 
RAND'S FLOWER SHOP 
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3rd Row: F. Collis, H. Katzman, B. Calder, D. Bristowe, T. Carey, B. Davies, S. Jasey, R. Hills, R. Paulin, D. Layuk, J. Goldberg, J. 
D. Gel inas . 
2nd Row: H. Birkner, J. Newman, S. Sliva, S. Filch, C. Lindley, P. Michalik, S. Nurse, V . Barbesin, J. Dunlop, F. Olive,-, R. Lobielski , J. Gormley. 
1st Row: S. Aldrich, B. Lamb, P. Shapiro, D. Millen, C. Daichendt, B. J. Bailey, Miss McNeil , S. Snyder, B. Hohendorf, L. Pamey, P. C. 
B. Conrad . 
Absent: T. Barbesin, N. Blackburn, S. Fitch, C. Lindley, J. Newman. 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IN lOB IF ... 
Suzanne ..... .. ..... A . ...... didn't love rnath with Mrs. Walters 
Rrtty B . .............. .. ....... .. ..... .... .. didn't hlush when she saw P.M. 
Helmut B . ......... ... didn't dlench Mr. Battagello in the pool 
Dennis B ..................... ... ......... .... .. ....... ........ . wasn' t Mrs. Walters' pet 
Nancy B. .............. ...................... didn't like the boys at Massey 
Berry C. ......... ....... ............... ........ didn't like "Hun Around Sue" 
Fred C .... .. .. .. .. ...... ................. ........ didn't crack good jokes in Latin 
Barbara C. ............ didn't always ask Al Colman on Jadys' 
choices 
Janice D . ........ ................. .... ..... ................................ ... wasn't such a flirt 
Bryan D . ...... wasn't centre for the Harlem Globe-Trotters 
Cathy D . .. ........ ......... ....... .. ................................................. . didn't like T.L. 
Sherry F ......................... wasn't late for English- lst period 
Jerry G ...... .. ...... ... ............. .......... .. ... ................ ever lost his loud voice 
John G . ............... ... didn't want to buy Mr. Scott's car grille 
Dan G .................. ..... ....... ........ .. .. .. ...... ............................. il parle fran~ais 
Roger H . ............................ .... ..... .................. ........ didn't like Sharon S. 
Barbara H ...................... ... couldn't decide over S.S. or D.A. 
Sid J . ............... ......................... ........ got in good with Miss McNeil 
Howie K . ... ....... .................... could write understandable writing 
Rick K . .. ... ..... ........... ...... ........................ .... ..... ........... .. .............. got a hair cut 
Barbara L. .... ............. .......... ............................ .. ...... same as Suzanne A. 
Dan L. ... ........ .................... ... ......... ...... .. ..................... didn ' t have a cold 
Casey L ...... .. ........ didn' t laugh at Mr. McVey's expressions 
i~] ~1. ··.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.~·-·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.:·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.···p;~~·i t~~'~ ~~~k 
Viki B ..... .. ............. .... ... ... ................... ever lost her shoes in history 
Pat M . ......... .. ..... .. didn' t miss a Christian Fellowship meeting 
Donna M ............... ........ ....... ............ ....... almost as smart as Ted S. 
Sandy S . ......... ... .. ....... .......... ....... .......... didn' t sing "Johnny Angel" 
Linda R .............. ...... .... ........... .. wasn't th e silent one in the class 
John R. ......... .................... ........... ............ acquired a lond, deep voice 
Phyllis S .... .... .................... ..... ......... . didn't like the tune of Exo<IJ.t 
Sharon S ...... .. ................ .. .. ......... ........... .... .. ... ... .. . didn't like Hoger ff'. . 
Rod P . .. ............ ... . couldn't hold hack th e laughin g in Lal( 
Fred 0 ...... ... .... didn't walk to school from South Wi,~dsi; 
Suzanne N . ......... .. ... ...... .... wasn't buggc.d hy Paul in Frcn :. · 
Jane N ...... .... .. ... .. .. ....... .......... .. .. didn' t have a sec ret love in Ht.'.1 
Carol M ...... .. ....... ...... .. .. didn't laugh at F.C.'s jokes in Lati{ 





Ask for "Coke" or "Coca-Cola"-both lrade-morks 
product of Coca-Cola Ltd.-the world's best-loved 
drink. 
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l<d Row: A. Shapiro, J. White, J. Mclister, T. Taylor, N. Peacey, G. Cheswick, H. Staudt, T. Fox, J . Berger, E. Smith, M. Stainton, T. Stanley, T. Mills . 
2114 Row; B. House, N. Braden, S. Pataky, S. Bryson, S. Bordian, S. Carr, S. Wintermute, Z. Motolko, C. Gould, B. Hennecke, J. Rhodes, A. Colman. 
hi Row: C. Bcnlley, A. Bradshaw, G. Nye, J. Kasprick, J . Pecnik, H. Bradacs, S. Lavallee, Mr. Allen, B. Shanbon, M. Leach, N. Zerbin, S. Ristich. 
100 CLASS NEWS 
ff elmut Staudt 
J B .......... .... .. ..................... laughs like a horse! Right, Albert? 
Hdc:n n ........... ....................................... .. ..... .. ..... .... .. ... having her trouble 
'111 ·y B . .... .. ............................ ............................ .... passed a history test 
n D . .................. planning on becoming a loud cheerleader 
Couni4' ll .. .. .................... Mr. Allen's farvourite board cleaner 
ron B . ...................... .. .. ............. plays football with the boys!! 
nJra n ....... .................... ........ ...... ................................ our next mayor! 
·yMa C. ............................ ............................................. .. .. .... the silent one 
S.Utira C . .. ................ awarded life long membership in Latin 
,ordc11 C. ..... .. ......... ............. .. .............. .. .......... ... loves to talk about-? 
Albert C. .................................................. ... ....... does he or doesn't he? 
Toni F . .......................... .... staging a revolution with Mr. Scott 
'.lmyl G . ................ .. favourite saying- "But Sir, I didn't do 
. anything" 
B ,Lara II . ........ ........................................ loves to play Shakespeare 
fJill If . ....... ...... .. .. .............. ..... had a long interview the other day 
J K . l '. ' 1 • .... ... .. ..... ........ ... ......... ... ....................... sne s no pa.rtY, pooper. 
1cilo L. ... ........ ........... ..... ... .................. laughs at Mr. Scott's jokes 
'4rlo11 T. ................................. ...... .. .... .. .. ........... Quiet! Who's quiet? 
ltrk M . .. .. .. .. .. .. writing a book called "Saints but Sinners" 
um M . .... ......................................... ... builds kiddy-cars for the 500 
Z ••a M . ........................... ~ ............... don't let the name fool you 
' {, 'l N . ........ ........... .. ... ......................... .... ..... .... .. ambition- physiologist 
Jrlcy P . ........... .. .............. ..................... Oh! Shoiley ! What's new? 
' n P, .. ..................................... .... ........... still checking the want ads 
: J 1: ~~: ·.-.·:.-.·:.·:::::::.-::::.·:::.·.-.-.-~·.-:.·.-:.·.·:.·.-.-.·::.-::::.-.·.-.·.·:.·:.-.·::.·.·:.-.-.-............................... ~~.~j~~rg1:~1rit: 
udi H . .. .... .... .. .. .... ...... ........ .. .............. .. ............. we all call her "Fitz" 
b ra S . .............. ....... ............. .... , ........................ got a wild brother! 
i S . ..... -...................................... carries a l0t of weight in 10C 
rl .. , .................................... ............ .. ............................. hates detentions 
r cl s . .. .. .......... .... .. ........ ...................... .. ............ ........ trys to walk tall! 
Ted S . ......... .. ... ........................... .... ................ .. .... .......... ....... ·pretty wild kid 
Helmut S . ... ................................................ don't call me, I'll call you 
Terry T ......... ....... nominated wolf of the year by the wolves 
John W ..................... ........ ................................ lOC's basketball mascot 
Sherry W . ....... .............................................. ................ gosh! this is harJ 
Nikki Z ......... ..................................... ...... .. .......... likes to tell Lad jqkes 
MARENTETTE'S BOOK 
STORE 
129 OUELLETTE AVENUE 
CL 3-8992 
COMPLIMEN{S OF 
business girl (windsor) 




YOUR PERSONAL CLOTHIER & TAILOR 
Ladies' & Gent's Suits Hand-Tailored 
Made-to-Measure 
~384 OTTAWA STREET 
Windsor, Ont. 
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3rd Row: I McSkimming , H. Morrison, J. Priebe, M. DiMaio, D. Webb, J. Kornafel, B. James, J. Goswick, R. Moro, F. Karg, M. Jones, 
Richardson, G. Carruthers. 
2nd Row: K. Slockford, B. Preston, L. Gagnier, J. Libby, B. Veith, J. Matte, N. Schubert, S. Marentelte, A. Fitzmaurice, M. Carri ere, 
G. Purbrick, P. Silcox. 
1st Row: C. Beck, J. Willimott, J. Bendick, L. Cowan, L. Skaff, Mr. McVey, J. Couse, C. Burchmore, D. Solimka, M. Mariu z, L. Taylor. 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IN 10D IF . Joyce W . .. ... .. ............... .. .. ..... ....... .... ................... ....... ....... " lo\'f'cl" rluori · 
By Judy, Jane and Marisa 
Charlene B ........ .. ............ .. ......... ...... ... ....... didn't know how to dive 
Cindy B . .................... ....... ........ ............. ........ .......... stood "last" in class 
Jo-Anne B ..... ....... ........ .............. ............... couldn't attract Len S. 
Gary B . ..... ... .. .. had "legible" hand-writing for Mr. Allen 
l\fake C. ......... ............. ........ started "flirting" with all the girls 
Linda C. ........................ ......... .. ... ...................... didn' t go to Riverside 
Gerry C. .......................................................... .......... .... went on a "diet" 
l\•like D . ... ........... .. .... ................ didn't take J .M.'s purse in math 
Anne F . .... .. .......................................... got Dave to stop chasing her 
Lorraine G ........... ............................. ................ ........... forgot about him 
Bert J . .................. became a car salesman for "Rambler" in 
the Sahara Desert 
Murray J . ...... stopped writing "Kiss Me" on his history 
book 
Fred K ........................ .. ....... .............. .. talked about his love affairs 
Jim L . ....................... ............. wasn' t playing the role of "J .F.K." 
Jane L. .... ....................... .. ......... ................ couldn't " catch" Jack's eye 
Susan M . ............... didn't "beg" Mr. Mc Vey to forget about 
a test 
Marisa M . ............. ............................... .. ........... didn't talk about ... ? 
Ian l\-1 . ......................... ................ ........................................... was girl crazy 
Harry 1\1. .... ........... .. ....... .. .. ......... ........................ ...... ............... .. had a steady 
Gerald P . .... ........... didn't climb into an army tank for L.G. 
Bruce P; ....... ... ......... .............................................. ... .. ... ..... asked a girl out 
Jim R . ............... ..................... didn't know about "Kissing-Fish" 
Darlene S ............. took a one way ticket to the moon with 
John Glenn 
Lily S . ....................... ............................. ........ found her camel "Clyde" 
Kerry S ...... .. .................. ... .. ........ ......... .......... got yelled at for talking 
Linda T . ........... .. .......... .. ......... ......... ....................... used "Miss Clairol" 
Barbara V ........................................... stoppecl talking about "Jim" 
Ken W . ......... ............. ... , .. .......................... used Wildroot after "Pool" 
Doug W ..... ......... .. ............ .. ........... .. explored in a girl 's dormito ' 
Mr. McVey ........ ...... .... didn't spend his weekends in Lond · 
,j 
~ 
WEST & SON 
SALUTES THE 
KENNEDY COLLEGIATE 
RESIDENTIAL SCHOOL FOR GIRLS 
Founded 1876 
HIGH SCHOOL GRADES IX to XIII 
SECRETARIAL SCIENCE - M·us1c 
FINE ART - DRAMATICS 




ST. THOMAS, ONTARIO, CANADA ·': 
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3rd Row: P. Tompkins, B. Brown, P. McIntyre, G. Amsden, D. Currie, S. Thomas, I. Cohen, F. Torti, B. Lucier, R. Ingalls, A. Stelling. 
2nd Row: P. Rhodes, B. Calquhoun, D. McGeouch, D. Farron, G. Boggs, M. Costescu, J. Doppelt, E. Dawsayer, R. Rewakoski, R. Woschenski, C. Banl..s . 
hl Row: H. Kulsar, B. Sitarz, P. Whiteside, H. Donaldson, S. Filiault, L. Vancoughnett, L. Munro, G. Mathoney, L. Zam, M. Pest, E. Rapsky, J . McAd c.1 111s, 
L. Chadwick. 
Abstnl: A. Hlywa. 
FAVOURITE SAYINGS OF IOE 
Ct'orgc A . ... .. .. .. .. ........... ..... .. .. .................................................. "Yeh Puce!" 
Chuck B ................. .. ... ........... .. .... .... ........... .. .. "FI unked another one." 
;onlu11 n . ............... "Could you please repeat the question?" 
Bruce B. ....... .. .. ................ .. .. .. .. .. .... .......... .......... .. ......................... ...... ........ " ! ! ! " 
Lynne C . .............................. "When can the girls shoot, Sir?" 
Ira C . ..... ... .. .... ..... ........ .. .. ................ .. ...... ...... ........... "I'd like to protest." 
Uol, C ....... .......... .. ........ ... .. ....... .. .................. .. ............. "Test ! What test?" 
~like C::. .. .............. .... ..... .. .. ..... .................... "I'm so ver-r-y brilliant." 
Du!t, C. ....... ..... ... .. .. ......... ... ......... .. ................. ........ ....... .... ... ........ .................. " ! ! ! " 
fla1111clorc D . ........ .... .... ....................... "Let's get her after school." 
Joo D . ...................... ......... .. .... ........ "It's in the back of the hook." 
Ed D . .. .. .............. ............. .. .. .... "It's something about someth ing." 
l)a\'id F ...... .......... .. .......... "Of course I take weight lifting." 
uza1111c F ............... ....................... ............ .. .. .. ..... "I can't remember." 
Anna H . .......... .. "Ah hogwash! Arc my bloomers showing 
· again?" 
Hie-hard I ........ .......... ...... .. ... .. .. .. ...... ... ..................... : .......... "Um, 0, Um." 
lfdcu K . .......... .. ... ....... ......... ... .... .................. ..... ....... .......... "Pat~ Wait." 
Hol, L. ..... ........................... ........ ... .. ....... ........ "Keep it down in here." 
Judy M . .. ... ..... ..... .. .................... .. ... "When do we play Forster?" 
navid M ...... ... ... . "Are you going to the dance tonight'?" 
Pckr M ......... .... ......... ....... .......................... ....... ....... .. .. ..... ....... ... "\Veil, um." 
l.i11du M . ............ "O, you!.ve got a head like a sucked egg." 
Maggie P . ... ................. .. ... ... ..... ........... ...... .... "Has he gone by yet?" 
bt·lyn H . .......... .... ...... .. .. .... .. .. ........................ .... "Hello sweetie pie." 
lto 11 H . .. ............ .. .... .... ....... .... ..... ........ .............. .... .. ................ "Like Ah ah!" 
l'aul H . .. ..... .. ............. ....... .... .. ...... .. ....... .. .. "Here comes Henderson." 
. Bev. S . ...... .. .. ..... .... ..... ...... ...... y . .. . .. .. .. ... ... ............ . .. ... ... .. .... "Oh, I forgot!" 
Alfrctl S .......... ....... .. ...... ....... .. .. ...... .. ... ............... ....... .... -:-:::-........... "I dun110." 
Stun T . ........ ......... ....................... ........ ........ .. ... .. .. ......................... .. ....... "Why?" 
l'oul T ....................... ... ..... "What's wrong with my reading?" 
Fr1111k T . .. ......... .. ....... ............................ "Just call me Mumbles." 
Linda V . .......................... .. .... .. .. .. ........ .... ....... "Oh, I'm all mixed up . ' 
Paula W ... .. ....... ................................................. ...... "Ah, shut-up, la1ly ." 
Hick W . ......... "I can't read your writing Miss Hcndcr~o11 ' ' 
Lynda Z . ...................... .. .. ..................... ................................ .. "Oh Tun1111) . " 
Mrs. Mathoney ................ .... .. .. .. ... ..... .. ........ .. ..... " Get to work, da -- ·." 




70 CHATHAM STREET WEST CL 3-9092 
YOUR COMPLETE HEALTH CENTRE 
OTTAWA PHARMACY LTD. 
898 OTTAWA STREET 
253-6724 945-6576 
WE FIT THEM ALL ... SHORT, STOUT . & TALL 
Compliments of 
SAM'S DEPT. STORE 
1526 OTTAWA STREET 
CLOTHING SHOE$ FURS 
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lOF 
3rd Row: L. Agla, P. Chauvin, T. Tweeny, P. Smith, B. Federick, J. Turnbull, J. Tracey, M. Arnold, B. Skomash, A. Bolonan, B. Cass idy, R. Elzby . . 
?.nd Row: L. Delorenzi, W. Moyneur, B. Lusk, P. Anderson, J . Bruner, C. Lee, J. Honeyman, M. Mock, B. Price, W. Raccine, T. Brogan. 
1 t Row: D. Lobzun, N. Snyder, M. Marko, V. Wood, C. Rudge, Mr. Christie, S. Walsh, N. Bolton, B. Glassford, B. Ward, M. Hrynyszyn, M. Pringlt! 
WHAT lOF WILL BE DOING IN 1973 
I ,a rry A. . ................................. .. ....... .. ...... ... ..... .................................. killer Joe 
~ lu rra y A. .. ............. .. .......... ........... .. .. ..... ..... ....................... history teacher 
,\lfrcd B ...... ................. ................. ....... ........ .. .... ...... testing peanut butter 
Tom B . .... ........................ .......... .. .................... still arguing with Goldie 
\\'n ync M . ... ..................... fighting against French as a subject 
l,en D . ..... .. .. ........................................ ...................... ........... .. bench warmer 
Brian C. ......... .. .. ......... ... ... .... .... owning a chain of gas stations 
l~ob F . .......... ..... .... ........... .. .... ........... ........ ........... .... .. .. .. ........ N.H.L. All-Star 
Phil C. .. .............. ........ ........ ...... ...... ....... Windsor playboy with M.P. 
~ Tartin M ................ ............... bottle blower at Hiram Walker's 
}~oh L. ... ........... ...... .. ............... ..... ...... .... ...... ........... Mr. Abey's neighbour 
!~ill P ........... ............................................. ............................. Sue's colleague 
Wa yn e P . ........ ... .. .. ........ .. ... .. .. .. ... .... ....... ...... .. ....... waterboy for Pistons 
Brian S ....................... .. ...... .. .......... ... running the four minute mile 
Paul S . ........... ............ .. ...... ..... still buying fur topped ski shoes 
Tom T . ................ .. .......... ..... ........ ........ .. .... .. wearing black sweat-shirt 
.Jolin T . ...... ... talking about the seven wonders of the world 
Jack T . ..................................... .. ............ ~till trying to hit his target 
Hi ck E. ........... ....... still getting married (on Saturdays only) 
Pat A ......................... still borrowing Chip's comb and mirror 
Nancy B . ....... .. .. .................................... ..... .. It's hard um; um; to say 
Jean B. .... ............ ............................. raising Bernie's little "fishes" 
I) n t F . .. ... ... ..................................... .... .. .. .......... ... ........ .... ......... "Bobby's Girl" 
Bonnie G ....... keeping house near Wayne State University 
-K.M.? 
J ,niice II .......................... .. .... .... ................... still fightin g off Gregory 
i\Tary· II ................ ... trying to get others to pronounce her 
name correctly 
Clarice L. .. .................. ......... ....... in her own words, "anythin 
Diane L. .. ........... .. .. ........... .. ..... ............ .... Norm's athlete of the ye 
Bonnie M . ...... .................. a certain policeman's encouragcme· 
Margaret P . ... ............... .. ......... ...... ........ .. ... .. .. .. .. .................. .... just "Steve 
Mary M ........ ...... .. .......... .. ............ Kennedy's cheer leading coa 
Carol R. ........................ .... .............. an artist at making speech 
Nancy S ........... .. wearing contact lenses so she can't forg 
her gla 
Susan W . ... ...... ..... ............... .. ... ....................... ( 4'11") trying to gro · 
Beth W . .............................. .... ...................... ...................... finally got Cl 
Vicky W ................... ............................. .... .. ....... singing "Rudy Bab 
"IT IS NOT IN MORTALS TO COMMAND SUCCESS, 
BUT LET US DO MORE, AND WE'LL DESERVE IT." 
(Addison) 
HARRY M. ZEILIG 
573 TECUMSEH ROAD EAST 
Phone 254-9555 
ART IN ADVERTISING 
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3rd Row: s. Turner, J. Tenenbaum, M. Madoff, T. Lewitt, T. Roach, B. Hillary, R. Decost, J . Brody, J. Borthwick, S. Gottesman, P. Ouellette. 
2nd Row: D. Mahoney, B. Willett, P. Holloway, M. Urban, S. Hackney, C. Craig, M. Klinck, L. Gillingham, G. Radigan, G. Rudbal, J. Rubenstein. 
lsl Row: c. Roth, C. Schooley. L. McGinnis, C. Knowler, M. Shapiro, S. Wicherski, Mr. Durant, M. Soanes, B. Oventhal, M. Bateman, B. Chaborek . 
Absent: M. Prokopchuk, J. Silverstein. 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN TO 9A IF 
By Jim, Brady 
Margaret Il . ............... ........... .... .. ... ............. wasn't a Maple Leaf fan 
Jolin n. ·················································· ····· ····· admitted he was a brain 
Jiwrny Il. ..................................... ........ didn't wear bright sweater~ 
Jlar!Jara C ............................................................. was T.R.'s neighbour 
Cyutliia C ..................... ........ ............ ........ ............ didn't blush so much 
Hem D . ............ learned how to follow a Shakespearian play 
l.illia11 G ............................................. .. ....... ........ ........ had ten boyfriends 
Stuart C ....................... .... .................. ... .... .................. wasn't such a star 
S11la 1111c H . ............. ............... ... .......................... became Miss America 
Bill H ................................................................ tried walking to school 
l'hillip If: ................................ ....................... .... ..................... ....... was wrong 
Mary K . ........... ...................................................... ....... twisted for an hour 
Co1111ic K . ...... ............... .............. ..... ........................... .. .................. wasn't shy 
Tummy L. .................... ........ .......................... wore his boots in school 
~lark M ............................................................ .. ........ ever sank a basket 
Uc1111is M .................................... .... .. .. ...... .............. liked doing exercises 
Li,ula M .................. .............. ................................... could see the board 
Philip 0 . ........... .. ............ ......... ..... knew what periods we went to 
Urenda 0 . ......................... ..... volunteered to answer a question 
Margaret P ....... ... .. .. ............ ....... ... .......................... .... .. ..... said something 
Dia11c IL .................................... understood the English-language 
Tom H ......................................... .. ............... started bribing Mr. Pazur 
Kathy H . ............................................................ became another "Wilt" 
f :~yl(fr.·· ·.-.·_-_-_-_-_- _- _-_- _- _-.-::::::::.-:.-:::::.-::::::::.-::.-:::::.-:::::.-:::.-::::.-:.-.-:::::: .... ~.~.~~~·~····~b:~~ t~lJ 
Curolyu S ................. ............... :'.".':". .. .. ............ ...... ..... wasn't so ferocious 
Mildrc<l S ................ ......... ................ .. ... didn't bother Mr. Davidson 
{i~~i1;;1 ·s·:··:·.::·.·.:::::·.::::·.·.·.·.:::·.·.·.·.::::·.·.:·.::::·.·.::::::::·.·.·.·.·.:·.·.:·.:::·.:::· ... ~.~~. ~1Ist1~'~n~u;!~:! 
Jmy '1' ............... ... .. ... .................... had his own locker to mess up 
Midiacl U .................... ..... became president of the chess club 
S ·oil T . .. ........................ .. .................... didn't make some wjse crack 
H~:~;  ~~: :::::::::::::::::: :::::::: ::: :: :::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: :::::::::::··~.~a:t;::t:~/~!:~ 
Cary H ........ ............... :. ..... ... ............ .. .. played a musical instrument 
SCHOOL OF NURSING 
Metropolitan General Hospital 
WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
The School of Nursing, Metropolitan General Hospital, 
offers to qualified high school graduates a three year 
course leading ·10 eligibility to write the Ontario Nurse 
Registration Examinations. Thie is one of the most pro· 
gressive nursing schools in Ontario offering the newer 
program of education that is gradually being adopted 
by foremost schools in the province. 
PA TIERN OF COURSE 
Two years nursing education ( including education ex-
perience in both class room and hospital wards) f oJ. 
lowed by one year nursing intemship. An allowance of 
$130.00 per month is given in the third year. 
FEATURES OF COURSE 
No tuition fee. Books supplied by school. 
Residence accommodation in modem school building 
with excellent living and teaching facilities. 
Well qualified teaching staff. 
Experience in all major branches of nursing. 
Opportunity for specialized experience in third year in 
Operating Room, Maternity, or Children'• Nursing. 
See School announcement re admission requirementt. 
Information may be aecured from: 
DIRECTOR, SCHOOL OF NURSING 
2240 KILDARE ROAD, WINDSOR 
Telephon~ CL 4-1855 
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3rd Row: K. Gibbons, R. Fuschi, D. Reddon, R. Patrick, S. Steiner, L. Bules, S. Goldberg, B. Grundy, D. Upcott, L. McClellan, K. Vidler, B. Ruddy. 
2nd Row: T. Dunster, A. Gottesman, J. Mihoren, M. Bradford, M. Holmes, M. Birkner, L. Nantais, R . . Jessop, D. Gamiero, C. Lawrenson . 
1st Row: C. Wilson, L. Augustine, C. Straton. C. Ove nthal, J . James, Mr. A. Scott, S. Shuttleworth, C. Roth, J. Upham, D. Coleman, B. Radford. 
Absent: J . Aubry, D. Harper. 
FUTURE OCCUPATIONS OF 9B 
John A . ........... ......... .. .... ... ... ............. actor (still playing Antonio) 
E:f1t:n: < ::1~~;~~:: 
l\f arilyn B . ............ dragstcr ( playing chicken in a T. Bird) 
DC'hbie C. ..... .... ...... ............................................................... Exotic dancer 
TC'rry D . ...... ........ .............. .................. ... ....... .. ....................... ..... .. ; ....... ... midget 
Richardo F .................. .. .. .. ... .. ................. ... Running a Dutch bakery 
Dominic G .............. ....... .... ... ............... ........... ..... ............. ............... .... quiz kid 
KC'ith G ..... ....... .. ........... ........... .. ........ V.I.P. ( very inactive person) 
SydnC'y G . ..... .. ............................................... tackle for Detroit Lions 
Alan G . ............................. ................................................... .. ........... psychiatrist 
Brian G .......................................................... Mr. America (muscles) 
DaYid H ........ .... ............................. ............................................ .. .. ........... pal icnt 
.Mary Lou H ..... .. .... .... ............... ......... ................ Vic Tanny instructor 
Judy J . ....................... ......... ... .... ..... ... ...... ... ...... ................... gossip columnist 
~~~~::1:8 1~ .:~.: ... .'.'.·. ·.·.·.·.·.·. .·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.·.-.·.·.·.·.·.·.·~.·.·.-.-.·.·.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.·.-.·.-.-.·.· ·.·.·.-.·.·.·.· ·.-.·.·.-.·.·.·.·.·.-.·.- ·.·.·.·. .·_'_'.'. lf t;~~~~ 
J ,ynnc M. .. ................................... ..... still bugler in K.C.I . band 
Judy 1\1. .. .. .......... ...................................... ...... .. SC'nel a ry ( on boss' lap) 
Linda N ....... actrrss (in ~ooth, I know not why I am so sad) 
Charlene 0 ................ .. .............................. .... .. ....... rock and roll singer 
Robert P . ...... Speaker of the Hou'-c ( the house that Jack 
built) 
Barbara R. ......... .. .................................. ................ ........................ hair dresser 
David R ..... ........ ...... .. .... ... .. ...... ................. .... -.............. .. ..... gym instructor 
Cathy R ................. .......... , .............................. managn of a nut house 
l3rn<I R. ...................................... ................... ...... ... .. ..... mathematiciaH 
su~an s ............................. .... ............................... night c:lub :11lert~i11er 
Steyc S . ........ .................. ..... .. ... .. .. ............ .. ..... ............ ... .. .. giant m a enc.us 
Carole S ............................. ........... Olympic rcjrcl ( walrr-loggcd) 
David U .................. .................. , ........ ...... .. ........ football star (ha! ha!) 
Janet U. ............ -............................. ............. ... .. .. .. ......................... playgid 
Ken V . .................... .. ..... ...... ..... .. .. quack (o\\'11cr of a duck farm 
Colleen W . ..... .. ................ .. ....................................... cover girl for Mad"' 




SPACIOUS SERVICE - RADIO DISPATCHER 
PHONE 252-7751 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
DE AN PALM E.R' S 
BARBER SHOP 





CLOTHIER TO GENTLEMEN 
CL 6-0808 
316 PELISSIER STREET 
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9C 
3rd Row: B. Oureno, B. Brown, A. Kennedy, T. Gagnon, R. Lazar, B. Brinkman, G. Stannard, H. Bellaire, B. Coleman, D. Zin, R. Mustzeta, A. Gunpri h, 
P. Wheeler, R. Westlake . 
2nd Row: L. Hall, S. Mossman, E. Brown, A. Rousseau, A. Mclister, D. Wilk, G. Ouellette, M. Konopka, J . Whyte, L. Boyd. 
hl Row: R. Bersch, R. Breckman, D. Cherniak, S. Katzman, M. Knuckle, Mr. Battagello, C. O'Rourke, S. Ouellette, O. Turchyn, L. Taylor, B. LcBldllL . 
90 TEN YEARS FROM NOW ... 
Anony,nous for protection 
Su u11 K. ..................... ...... .. .... .................................... Maia Parva Puella 
l.<i ua1111c T . ........ ........ ................ ............ .... "BuLLles" at the Gaiety 
~1ary Lou K ................. .... ............ .. .. still trying to get out of 9C 
B ·tit I, ......... ................ ................ ................ .......... ...... marriage counsellor 
Ho~·mury B. ................ .. .. ........ ....... .... .. .. ...... .. ......... nursing little Roses 
A11tl rt'a M ...................... .. .. .. ...... ............... still trying to pass French 
Ito ic B . .................... ...... .. .............. editor of the love-lorn column 
Crruldiuc 0 . .. .......... well, she might have spoken by then 
Diana W . ......... .... ...... ...... .. .... .. .. ........ .......... .. .......... .. .. growing taller still 
~lary K . ................... ...... .. .. ....... hair stylist (for lady wrestlers) 
A1111a H ......... ...... ........................ ..... ...................................... meeting a man 
l>onnu C ................ ..... .. .. portraying "Lefore" in Vic Tanny 
commercials 
llirhunl L. ................ .. ...... l\fr. Muscles of 1973 (ha,. ha, ha!) 
D,ni tl Z . ........................... .... .... .... ........... ...................... teaching at K.C.I. 
Paul W . .......... .................................... .. frozen to death in his tent 
Allan ft . ........................ taking on a different girl eveJ.:¥._,night 
l!ol, C. ........ .............................. .. .. selling iceboxes to the Eskimos 
llriun D ............. "Da ... I think so sir! I know where the 
office is." 
Juh11 W . ... .... .. .. .. ..... ............................. ...... ... ........... ...... ...... ... ...... .. still stunned 
(;lt•1111 S . .......... ........ ...... "Hon,~work, sir? What homework?" 
ll ill B ....................... ....... ...... .. ............. ...... ....... teaching Miss Henderson 
S.. 111 M . ............ "Yes, Mrs. May, I'll bring the Look back!" 
Hu~ ·ll M .................. ........... .. .. ...... .... voted most likely to succeed 
Eri · B . .... ................... ... ....... .. ...................... wearing ~rinkman's shirts 
llarry B . .... .. ......... .................... ~ .................... wearing Brown's shirts 
, l an 0 ......................................... ...... .... ... . still wearing tight skirts 
1't·rry C . ................. ....... Mr. Green's ex-cro s-country runner 
l.arry B . ........................ di<l Whyte really hurt him in pool? 
Ala11 K. ..... .................... .. ..... ....... Man-Tan salesman in Africa 
Hoy W . ........ ................ explore r i11 tlie g irls' dressing rooms 
~arry H ....... .. .. ......... .. .... .... .... .... .............. still getting all the Lreak :ci 
Harry B ............ .. ....... ...................... ........ .. .... ....... l\lugnus Malus Fi11ku:-
Olga T .......... ............ .... .............. finding the secret of lif c (boys) 
Charmaine 0 ......... .. ........ "But sir! I didn't know my Frcu!'h 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
Look was open! " 
JEFFREY CLEANERS 
GEO. E. WHITE & SON 
LIMITED 
200 SHEPHERD STREET EAST 
PHONE 254-3238 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
ARGUS PROTECTION & 
INVESTIGATION SERVICE 
134 UNIVERSITY AVENUE EAST 
T 
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3rd Row: A. Bond, J. Miles, C. Molloy, R. Stewart, R. Young, L. Gignac, P. Cakebread, D. Moore, N. Dufour, D. Cupriniak, H. Rudge. 
2nd Row: D. Smith, S. Foster, A. Kippen, P. Scoufield, G. Gignac, G. Webber, S. Larsh, E. Ouellette, D. O'Brien, B. Glab. 
Jst Row: A. Litchfield, B. Mark, I. Hall, S. Bergland, G. Moore, N. Outram, S. Petts, N. Maxwell, M. Wilson, J. Bendick, P. Robillard. 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF 9F ... 
.J ll(ly n. ... .. ...................... .......... .......................... ... .. ........ .... .... got 90 in math 
n.nry 1\I. .. .... .... .... ........ ............. ............. ............ doC's shC' or doesn't she 
~Taurf'<'ll W . ......... ...... stayrd away from the Hivrrsidc gang 
Allan K .......... .. ...... ............ ....... stopprd going to the hair dresser 
(;race M . ................... .. ................................. threw away the Nestle's 
l{atHly S ................................ .. ....... .. .. .... .... ..... .. ............... ....... ............ rpforme<l 
If ow ie H ................ ............................... .. .. .. ................... .... stopped blushing 
David C . .................... .......... .. ........ ................ .. ..... stopped chewing gum 
David M . ............................... .................................... .......... .... parle Fran~ais 
Cail G ............... .......... ........... ... ..................................... wore shorter skirts 
Hon. Y ........................... ... .. .. .. ....... ... ............ stopped telling good jokes 
orene 0 . ............................................ .... ............... kept quiet in library 
Susan L. .......................................... .. ......................... shut her hig mouth 
Pam R. ... ............. .. .......... ......................... ....... slopped talking to J. B. 
Pf'ter C. ............................................................... stopped hugging N. M. 
~herry P . ..................... .. ............... ... ...... .. ...... .. related to Cherry Pitts 
Da\·i<l S . ........................... .. ........................ .......... grew up instead of out 
Chuck M . ........... : ........ ................. ....................... became a pro wrestler 
Larry S .... .............................. wrote memory work without help 
Pam S . ................................................ test pilot in a broom factory 
Cabrirl W . ................................. .. ........... .. didn't make it to heaven 
A rlcne L. .. ........................................................................................ took dope 
ll<>ne H . .................................................... ................. becam<' Miss Posture 
Susan n. ............ .. ..................................... had herself a swinging time 
flat B . ...... , ............................. : ............. : .................................. alias "Jethrine'' 
.I im M . ...................................................... he.come Jolly Grf'en Gia nt 
Allan B .... ........................... baskteball player for Puce Peepers 
Burnard G ............. .. ................................... ..... didn't snore in class 
1rl~on D . ............... .................. , ................................................. ..... .. ...... did five 
Dong D ................................................................ became Mr. Universe 
Dan O"B. .......................... .. ................................ but I do use French 
Sten'n. F ............................................................ .... .... .................. .... .... cuttin' up 
Earl 0 ................. ....................... .... .. ...................................... ... . took vitamins 
Hrtsy 1\1 ...................................................................................... ... ...... ......... .. spook 




400 TECUMSEH ROAD EAST PHONE 252-3235 
"24 HOURS OF FINE FOOD" 
BANQUET ROOM AVAILABLE 







60 PITT STREET EAST 
PHONE 254-2581 
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)rd Row: D. Lauzor, A. Weisgerber, R. Morton, R. Maziac, P. Oryschyn, D. Puzzol i, P. Dennapolis, W. Hutchison, S. Marcoccio, D. Keltlka, V. Greco, 
J . Verbeem, R. Jackson, B. Morris. 
2nd Row: B. Fitzmaurice, R. Kwiatkowski, B. Weston, L. Perkins, C. Semark, K. Laforet, R. Lazor, B. Faurla, E. Buckholzer, D. Ellis, J. Howe. 
hl Row: 0. Holder, J . Garant, T. Neubecker, M. Martinello, M. Campagne, Mr. Monger,. M. Ouellette, M. Macera, M. Wypych, L. Pearce. 
Absent: D. Glassford. 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IN 9G IF 
By Murie Murtinellu 
.Linda P ............ .. .... .... ... JiJn't walk with Gary (her brother) 
Hoger M ........... .......... .. .. .. .. .... ...... .................. ...... .......... grew another foot 
Jame:; A . ....... ........................ ... .......... ................ .. .... got a "yul brynner" 
l'dcr 0 . ....... .... .. ................... .. ............ .............. did his math homework 
Bob M .................... .. .. .. ..... ....................... .. ...... .. ...... didn't write lo L. K. 
Pat D ................................................................................................. wasn't new 
Muria l\l ..................... .... ................................. .. ... .. .. ... .. .......... wasn't so shy 
Mur!cne 0 ..... .............. ................... .. didn't ask T.L. to the K-Hop 
\\ illar<l H . .............. .................................. didn't lose his pen in math 
Vktor G ..... .................. .. .. .................. .. .. ......... didn't have a detention 
Hu~1·l M ....................... .. .... ................................ wasn't dass president 
Oanuy L. .......................................... didn't flirt with all the girls 
Kri:itina L. .................... ............ .. ...... ... ...... .. could make up her mind 
llt-nate L. .... .. .. .... .. .. ... .... .... .... ............ .. ............ didri't have a boyfl'ie-nd 
~fary C . ............................................... .. .......................... wasn't a Brownie 
l.indu P ............................ .. .......... ... ...... .... .......................... wasn't 9G's girl 
Eric B ......... .. ... ... .... .. ....... .. .. ........................................... .. didn't laugh it up 
Bill W ....... .... ........................................... .' ........ ....... .. ...... ....... wasn't so quiet 
Hon J . .................................................... ~ didn't have a La<l ternpe1' 
Doug E . ....... .......... .... ... .. ....... ........................................... : .......... wasn't in 9G 
A. W . ............. .. ..... .. ..... ............... didn't pass out gum during class 
loo If ................................ ....... ...................... ....................................... got smart 
Dominic; P . ........ .............. ...... .. .. ...... .. ..... could understand scie11cc 
Bill F . .................................................... .............. ...................... .. _got plastered 
l>anuy K . ..... ........... .... ............. ...... ... didn't have his business done 
llt:rnanl F' .................................................... wasn't Mr. Walter's pet 
Jerry V . ................................. wa$n't a good athlete (Ha! Ha!) 
Zack M ............... ........................... ....................... ... ....................... didn't smile 
Roman K . ....................................... wasn't on the LasketLall team 
Dawn G ............. .......... ....... .. ......... .......................... didn't have Bill B . 
Mary W ............................................................. didn't spray her hair 
Judy G ............................. .... ................... ..... .......... didn't live by???'?? 
Trudy N ............. ............................................................ didn't go tikating 
Carol S .......... .. .............................. ... .. .... ....... .... ..... ............ didn't have tiger 
Marie M .......... ........................ didn't hang around with Sharou 
BETTY ANN HAIR STYLES 
SPECIALIZING IN ALL LINES OF BEAUTY 
1317 GLADSTONE AVENUE 
PHONE 252-1495 
ROBERT LAVENDER, Prop. 
LAZARE'S FURS LIMITED 
WESTERN ONTARIO'S LARGEST FURRIERS 
CL 3-2418 
493 OUELLETTE AVENUE WINDSOR, ONTARIO 
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3rd Row: B. Zgoralsky, M. Dougall, W. Chownyk, G. Fields, J . Caira, C. Spiroff, R. McKnight, P. Seguin, D. Cholik, M. Schryer, C. Chirkowski, 
2nd Row: J . Chapman, K. Jackson, R. Gilliam, N. Gignac, M. Lauzon, P. lanicello, C. Richards, L. Stanwick, T . Panic, J . Hobbs. 
1st Row: P. Lescinsky, S. Baz, C. DelCozzo, S. Cowgill, M . Chambers, S. Rainone, Mr. Girling, E. Beaudin, A. Holden, P. Seguin, M. Dennison, 
H. Zarnowieki. 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IN 911 IF 
Susan B ............ .. .... .......... .. ............. stopp<'(l talkin ~ alioul .lol llln y 
Claude B . ........ ...... ..... .... .. .... ........ ..... .. .. ... ...... ..... rnakrs the lrngl<' hand 
l·.rn B ..................... ....... ... ........ ........ .. quit back-<·omlii ng IH'r ha ir 
John C. ................... ......... .......................... ............. .................... flunked rnatl, 
John C . ..... .... .... ... ...... ..... .. ...................... .. .. ... ... ........... .. ............. .. .... ......... shrunk 
J\Targaret C. .............. .. ................... ...... ... ... . didn't like "little goose" 
John C. ......... .... ........... ... didn't wear patches on his sweaters 
Claude C . ..... ... ...... .. .. ................. .. ........ .......... ............ ....... . pass<'d ANY ll'st 
Dale C ...... ...... ....... ........... .......... .. .................. .. ..... ...... ... ........ ... ............. <lrownr<l 
Wall y C. ............... ........................... didn ' t step 011 n<"ryonr's hef'ls 
Sandy C. .............. ..... ....................... ... wore skirts brlow her knees 
CarmPtt D ...... ... ........ ............... ........ .. .......... didn't grin at Mr. Paz ur 
l\1arjorie D ...... .. ...................... ................. .. ............................ ..... ever talkrd 
J\Iike D ..... ........... .. ... ......... ... ........... .. .... .. .. ... ......... .... lost h is goldrn curb 
Gerald F ..... ... .................... ..... ......................... .. .... ... wor pointl:'<l sho<'s 
Nancy G ........... ....... .... .... .. ..... .. .. .. ...... .. ... ........ ......... quit wearing purple 
Hayal G ....... ............................. .. ... ....... ... .. .. lost about ? ? ? J OD lbs. 
~~~1 1 :~ . ··.·:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: .... l~.~c1::~e ,trl l::~~ 
Pri<'illa I. .................... ................ ....... ............ ...... ..... play d hard lo get 
Krn J . ................. ......... .. .. ...... ................ ....... .. .. forgot his sign language 
J\lnry K . ......... ...... .. ................................................. didn ' t flirt with Hon 
Tony L. .... .. ........ ....... ............ : ........ didn't make <'yes al all the girls 
J\largaret L. ................................... ................... didn '~ wig_l~ (Wow!) 
Pat L. ....................... ........................ ............................... q111t wnl1n g poetry 
FrancitH~ L. .. .. .................. ... ... ...... ................. .... ..... liccamr a food fiend 
Handy M ............... ... .......... ... .... .. didn 't carry around his pet fly 
Terry P. . ....... ... .. ... ..... ........ . .. .. ... didn't IHJllwr Pal i11 mal~ " 
S11zeltc It .... ....... .. .............. ............. ....... .................. ..... ..... lost ltn rnicr 
Carol H. . .. ..... .. .. ....... .... ............ . ..... . was qlli<'t ANY pla<i 
Maurice S. .... ...... .... ..... ... ..... ......... .. l)('<"ame nwr('ilcssly i11 s11llin!- '· 
Pam S ................. ... ... ........... was11 't Ill istak<'n for P:.1111"s si~trr 
Paul S .............. ... .. ........ ... ....... .. ....... .. ... ... .. s l<}j)p<'d showi 11 g his trrlh ., · 
Chris S . ... ............ ... quil taking his sho<'s off in class. (Ugh! ) 
Hon V ........ .. ...... ... .. .......... .. ... ... ......... .... .. .... got a lirnsh <"Ill ( Yikes!) 
Lynda S . ................. .. ... .... .. .. ... quit blowing liuldil<'S in 1hr pool 
lTclC'n Z ........ ........ didn ' t shore parH'::tkrs irtl o Lynda's faLt 
Boli Z. ... ...... ..... li111lo11cd lip his sh irt slccn'S (Sloppy) 
l\fr. Girling.. ......... .. ......... .. ... ..... ......... /.!a'T us ALL a d('l1·11tion 
COMPL:IMENTS 
OF 
C. G. RUSSELL 
ARMSTRONG 
• 
317 BARTLETT BUILDING 
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EDUCATION 
preparation for the work of life 
Ford of Canada encourages young pe©ple in their search for education. Over the past 8 years, 
51 university scholarships have been awarded to the sons and daughters of employees. 
The young men and women chosen may select any approved college or university in Canada. 
Ford of Canada also helps support a number of youth programs. Teaohing aids and educational 
motion picMcs are made available to Canadian schools. In addition, Ford of Canada 
Dealers in many communities participate in High School driver education projects. We are proud 
to be associated with many educational activities, because we believe that a sound education 
is the best preparation for the challenges and opportunities of the future. 
FORD MOTOR COMPANY OF CANADA, LiMITED 
. j 
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THE EXCHANGE 
By Margo Deir.al 
( Exchange Editor) 
Each y<'a r the Krncoll inl<'rchang('S 
y<'arbooks with othr.r schools to give 
11s a better idra for our forthcoming 
hook. J.nsl y<'ar we rC'ccivrd many 
i11IN('sting and IH'ncficial liookR, some 
of which a re: 
"The Alibi", Albert College, Ilellc-
ville, Ont. 
- excellent coverage of all activities. 
- everything very clearly illustrated. 
"Th.c Almaf ilian", Alma College, St. 
Thomas, Ont. 
-good graduate photos. 
"Ambassador", Assumption Unircr-
sity, Windsor, Ont. 
- excellent hook, in all respects . 
"The Blue and White'', Walkerville, 
Windsor, Ont. 
- thorough sports news. 
"Caps and Capas", Victoria Hospital, 
London, Ont. 
- rxceptional rover and a grrat deal 
of candid photos and canine car-
toons. 
"Cornsfar", High School of Com-
merce, Windsor. 
-very good for their first hook. 
-clear pictures and wide coverage of 
all activities. 
"Overtones", Barrie District Central 
Collegiate, Barrie, Ont. 
-,·cry good literary section and form 
reports. 
"The Patrician", Patterson, Windsor, 
Ont. 
-the two large pictures on the inside 
covers brightened up the book. 
"l'egasu.s", Vincent Massey, Windsor, 
Ont. 
-well planned yearbook with an in-
terc'sting coloured picture. 
"Slt'lla et Folmn", Herman, Windsor, 
Ont. 
-good covt>rage o[ social activities. 
"Volt", Ingersoll District Collegiate, 
Ingersoll, Ont. 
-good class news and clear pictures. 
- they had a very original cover. 
"The Owl", Belfast, Ireland . 
"The Scotch C ollcgian", Melbou rnc, 
Australia. 
-were Loth periodicals and very 
different from ours. 
The Kencoll would like to thank all 
t.hc schools which made this exchange 
possible an<l we hope this year will he 
better than ever. 
N & D SUPERMARKETS 
LIMITED 
1349 GRAND MARAIS ROAD 
WINDSOR, ONT. 
HUMOUR. • • 
Mr. Gretcs: "Morrison, exphtin the Theory of 
tism." 
Randy: "Sure, sir. Which part don't you undersland?" 
Mr. Leonhardt: "Jasey, what's the formula for water?'' . 
Walter Jascy : "IJJJKLMNO." · 
Mr. Leonhardt ( flying· inlo a r:1g1·) : "Don't givr me nny · 
of that nonsence. \Vhne did you learn that?" ,' 
Arab: "Well sir, you told me only yesterday that it was 
H to O." 
Grade Niner: "Gee sir, it must be hard to 
that moustache." 
Mr. Letourneau: "Yes ah, quite a strain." 
Jim Coslescu: "Hey, Tank. What's the name of a car that 
starts with the letter B?" 
Doug Hajkov ic: "13, B, that must be Buick." 
Jim: "How about one that starts with F ?" 
Tank: "Oh that's easy- Ford." 
Jim: "One more- do you know a car that starts with P?tt 
Tank: "Don't kid me- no car starts with P." 
Dave GiLson: "What did the flea say lo 
Ju<ly McCullough: ''l'll bite ." 
Dave: "Social Security." 
Judy: "Huh, I ,lon't get iL" 
Dave: "\Veil sure, you don't get ·it until you're 
Judy: "Oh, Dave!" 
Miss Hope: "Class, take this sentence : 'The 
dered his son t.o take the cow 
mood?" 
Sandy Roland: "The Cow." 
Mr. Leonhardt: "Klaus, name a solid ." 
Meier: "A stone." 
Mr. Leonhardt: "Another solid." 
Meier: "Another stone." 
David Andrewes: "What has four legs, a tail, barks, and' 
is called man's best friend'?" 
Dennis Zerbin: "A dog." 
Dave: "Oh, you must have heard that one before." 
While walking along the strret one day, George met 
Donna, who was walking her pet poodle. As they 
were chatting, the dog began to sniff at George's 
feet. Suddenly he jumped back. 
"Don't worry, Georgie", said Donna. "He's not going to 
bit:e you ." 
"I knew he wasn't going to bite rnt>, hut the way he ,v 
had his leg rn the air, I thought he was going to 
kick me." ~ 
Mrs. Arel: "Monsieur Carter, fermez la po rte." 
Tom gets up and puts his gum in the basket. 
Mr. Walter: "Who presented this Lill to Parliament?" -
Steve M~ndel: "Lord Durham." 
Mr. · Walter: "Your answer's too short- lengthen it out." 
Steve: "_LLooorrrd DDuuurrrrhhhaaamm.' 
Bob Ronson: "If the R.C.M.P. guards Pearson, and the 
F.13.I. guards Kennedy. Who guards DeCaulle?" 
Alan Kamin: "Jacques Plante." 
By the BIGGEST JOKE IN TI/E SC!IOOL 
BOB CHERNIAK 
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HON. W. C. KENNEDY COLLEGIATE 
CADET CORPS 
No. 1670 
THEIR NAME LIVETH FOR EVERMORE 
This section is dedieated to those men 
who once attended Kennedy Collegiate 
who served and died in order that 
· Canada . might remain a free nation 
Page Forty-Seven 
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CADET N.C.O.'s 
3rd Row: W . Jascy, D. O'Brien, D. i\ncicrson, E. Pillers, D. Mahoney, P. Carley, R. Gorsk i, D. Elli s. 
2nd Row: 1. Clark, J . Berger, R. Br,1dy, J . Pek<1r. 
1st Row: E. Dawsayer, D. Fleming, T . Ostrander, M . Sc hwartz, J. Pres l on, W. M idwid, D. Farrow, M . Lander . 
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DRUM AND BUGLE BAND 
3rd Row: G. Maxwell, R. Jackson, W. Hutcheson, J . Ecclestone, P. Monger, V. Wells, E. Pitters, D. Keltika, P. Dryschyn, W. Chownyk. 
2nd Row: B. Grundy, B. Dureno, T. Dunster, T. Fox, D. Chandl er, A. Weisgerber, M. McVitty, L. McClellan, P. Silcox, C. Bastein, K. Stockford . 
hl Row: S. Thom:is, S. Turner, Z. Muroff, I. Cohen, E. Sim, D. Anderson, L. Silverstein, D. Mahoney, T. Rivard, D. Benning, G. Horton, R. Thomson. 
- PRECISION SQUAD 
3rd Row: T. Lewis, D. Ellis, M. Kie ly, M. Ridley, T. Pegler, S. Morton, P. Cakebread, R. Ingles, J . MacDonnell. 
2nd Row: P. Mousseau, I. Clark, R. Westlake, D. Zin, D. Farrow, R. Reid, R. Broome, M. Dougal. 
1st Row: R. Gorski, W. Medwid, T. Ostrander, S. Mossman, M. Lander, B. Dureno, A. Gumprich, T. Grayson. 
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Rlf"LE TEAM GIRLS' AUXILI/\RY 
WINDSOR SPORTSMAN'S RIFLE TEAM 
CADETS 1963 
E. Elma11cr, Cdt./ l,t.Col. 
011 Thursday C\Tning. :May 2ml, 
196:t the K.C.J. Cadd Corps hrld its 
:rnnual inspretion. The Carlet ffoqali-
nn along with the Girls' Auxiliary, put 
on a most imprrssivc show for the 
Heviewing Officer, Lt/Col. J. A. 
Baxter. 
Although the Girls' Auxiliary this 
y('a r was not as big as it has Leen 
in thr past, the young ladies still 
~liowf'd !-pirit and determination, and 
pron·d them~rh-<'s worthy of heing 
part of one of the finest Cadet Corps 
in Canada. 
J mpr<'ssin~ demonstrations were 
t''iltiliitC'd iJ) the hoys' Precision 
Squad, under the spendid leader-
~liip of Cdt./Capt. J. l\facDonnell, 
and hy the Band, under Cdt./Capt. 
H. Thompson. The Rand a(J'ain cap-
turrd the W. n. Dowm') Trophy for 
t h<' lw~t spcciali~t tlcmonstration on 
parn<lr. 
All in all it was n splrndid effort 
011 hrhalf of all thr Cadets and it 
may IIC' assumed, that · this )<'ar like 
('\.('ry othn y<'ar K.C. T. Cadets will 
Ii(' r:.111krd mnong the finest in 
Canada . 
Compliments of 
DUPLATE CANADA LTD. 
1850 WALKER ROAD 
NANTAIS SPORT SHOP 
2075 WYANDOTTE STREET WEST 
RUSS NANTAIS HARVIE TENO 
TO THE OFFICERS, N.C.O.'s 
AND CADETS OF 1670, 
HON. K.C.I. CADET CORPS 
Cdt./ lt.-Col. E. Elmauer 
This year marked the third time 
that our Cadet Inspection was held 
undt>r the lights at night. As expected, 
there was a large turnout of both 
cadets and parents. The weather that 
11ight was excellent, although only a 
frw days l,efore we had encountered 
snow and cold weather. 
As always, all ranks showed good 
~o-operation and it proved to be a 
wonderful performance. The Cadet 
Corps showed rigid steadiness on 
parade and only a few minor flaws 
could he detected in the march-past. 
At this time I would personally 
like than thank all those who made 
this possible. Th is includes the OHi-
ct'rs, N.C.0.'s, the Q.M. Staff, and 
the Cadets for their splendid and 
never fuiling efforts. 
A special word of thanks goes to 
l\lr. G. Arnott, our chief Instructor; 
l\f r. R. Loughre:-d, Quartermaster; Mr. 
D. Hyland and Mr. A. Scott, Training 
Ofri('rrs. and all the teachers~ who 
willingly ga,·e of thrir time to help 
in the training of the cadrts. I wish 
nlso lo express my grntrfulnr.ss to our 
principal. Mr. Thomson, for all the 
timr ,111d dforl lw put into our ('a11se. 
Tn conclusion J would again like 
PHONE 252-5705 
lo express my sincere appreciation 
to all of you for your co-01wration. ' 
J L was a great honour Lo lea cl such · 
a fine corps in such a fi11e school. 
I wish that my successor will havr as ' 
much co-operation and respect as l. · 
have had. · 
i~ 
CADET .ACHIEVEMENTS .;.; 
This yra r like ev<'ry other ycar1 • 
K.C.f. Cadets livrd up lo thrir splcn• 
did rrpulation. Our Corps was ranked 
S('cond in Class A in the Western 
Ontario art>a. 
In Hi(Jc Competition there were 
numerous achievements. Our Rifle 
Team was ranked ninth in Ontario ; 
with a 95.5 per cent average. It w4f 
also ranked fifth in the Dominion, 
wide Hoyal Military College Rifle ·-
Competit ion. The Rifle Team also.· 
captured first place in the Essex ·. 
County Sportsman's Club Hifle Com· 
petition. The Lest shot in the school 
was Caclrt E. Porkopchuk. , 
Th is year also ma rkcd an important > 
milestone for Jive Kennedy Cadets . . . 
All five passed the Master Cadet · 
<'rnrnination with flying colours. They ~ 
arc now Master Cadets. They arc: 
C/Lt.-Col. E. Elmaucr 
C/Major T. Payne· 
(./Major I{. S i ta rz 
C/Lt. D. Thompson 
C/Lt. J. Tliornpso11 
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LT./COL. E. ELMAUER 
OFFICER COMMANDING 
Hon. W. C. Kennedy Collegiate Cadet Corps 
MAJ. G. ARNOTT 
HEAD INSTRUCTOR 
Cadet Services of Canada 
Young men attending the Canadian Services 
Colleges and Canadian universities under the 
tri-service Regular Officer Training Plan (ROTP) 
train for challenging and rewarding careers as 
officers in Canada's Armed Forces. High school 
graduates of Senior Matriculation or Junior 
Matriculation standing qualify for entrance 
on a competitive basis. These young men are 
selected and will advance on one basis alone-
ON THEIR MERlT. 
For informal ion regarding t11itio11, board, 
lodging, uniforms, books, i11strume11ts, 
medical and denial care, and salary, con-
sult the Navy, Army or Air Force 
Recruiting Office in your area, or write 
to Jhe Director ROTP, Department of 
National Defence, Ouawa 4, Ontario. 
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Unfortunately, these species are not 
extinct, so while you're driving, 
keep a sharp lookout for these 
birds-and be sure that no one 
thinks you're one of them 
HILL-PASSING SWIFT 
(ignores no-passing signs on hills) 
----·-·-.. . .....-- ---·-~-
ONE-WINGED ROOF CLUTCHER 
(disdains two-handed driving) 
HALF-BLIND LOON 
(a dirty windshield is his trade-mark) 
THE KENCOLL 1963 
(drives in the dark with parking lights) 
CROSSWALK CREEPER 
(can't resist cheating on the take-off) 
HEAD-TURNING CHATTERBIRD 
(seldom bothers to keep his eyes front) 
MIGRATORY WEAVERBIRD 
(constantly jumping lanes i!: heavy traffic) 
ONE- EYED NIGHTHAWK 
(ignorns his burned-out headlamp 
WIDE - SWEEPING TERN 
(watch out for him on curves) 
ADDLEPATED HONKER 
(always sounding off without reason) 
RUFFLE - FENDERED TAIL- GATER 
(he bears the marks of loo-close contact) 
GENERAL MOTORS OF CANADA 
WINDSOR 
CHEVROLET• CORVAIR • CHEVY II• PONTIAC • ACADIAN •OLDSMOBILE• BUICK• CADILLAC• CHEVROLET AND GMC TRUCKS 
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SOCIAL 
MISS SUSAN ALLEN 
* Sleighbell Queen * 
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STARDUST COMMITIEE 
3rd Row: W. Leonhardt, T. While, R. Wysyzinski, B. Davies, T. Payne, N. Peacey, R. Lougheed. D. Hyland . 
2nd Row: P. Hills, L. Alexander, G. Bray, J. McKenzie, 5. Allen, 5 . Miller, M. Brown, C. Center, G. Emmerson, 
R. Davidson. 
lsl Row: D. Row, V. Delco!, 5. Vidler, J. Small, G. Smith, D. Petryschen, L. Newman, J . Mill, F. Mill. 
'l'JIE SLEIGHBELL PROM 
IJJ Vicky Ca.rtcr 
( )11 J)<'f'l'ml)('r 8th the annual Sleigh-
1 l('ll Prom took place. The couples 
all1·11di11 g found themsch-es delivered 
inlo a land o[ wonder as they follow ed 
a pnth throu gh a small forest with 
Pn ly th<'!-C sign~ to guide them, "This 
\\"ny lo Santa's Workshop" . As they 
(":lllll' lo his home, they were welcomed 
l,y gaily clrcssrd elvrs, and were then 
11 ~lwrrd in to meet Old St. Nick him-
~1· lf. Stream<>rs and candy cane stripes 
pn·dominated in his merry ahodc. 
Brightly coloured murals adorned the 
"·alk added a frrling of festivity and 
.i rnu~rd those pri vilegt·d to be present 
in Santa's Secret Workshop. 
I Jownrr, Santa took only srcoml 
plarc this night as Susan Allen was 
nownrd Queen of the Prom. She was 
;11lrnclf·d hy a r<'gal coml composed 
of Vicky Dclcol, Dec Dee Hoe, and 
.loan Small . The music of Bill Hich-
a rd~on nnd his orchcstr~ hi ghli ghted 
1!11' c,Tning and a thorou ghly enjoy· 
n 1,11· tirnc was had Ly all . A special 
tlia11h .to the Social Commillec, l\fr. 
I ,l'o11hardt, aml all othrr~ who made 
1 '1 i~ success£ ul dance possible. 
GRADUATION 
By Vicky Carter 
The long awaited day of Com· 
men<·cmcnt for our senior students 
was held on November 17th. Fifty· 
<'i ght very happy students receivc<l 
their Honour Graduation Diplomas 
and 116 received their Secondary 
Graduation Diplomas as proud and 
anxious parents looked on. Thirty 
dese rving pupils received "75" Club 
Pins while still others received Merit 
Pin!-. 
The school was honoured to have 
Mr. H. Ward return, if only for a 
short time, lo deliver an inspiring 
add rrss to the grad uating class. Thr 
rnh-dictory address was gi\'cn by a 
well known, antl well liked student, 
Clwrlrs Zrilig. One o( the lii ghlights 
of 1hc ncning was the prcsenta1ion 
of Scl1 olar~li ips and Bursaries by l\fr. 
J. l\l. Donohue. Thus, Graduation was 
completed, but it will rema in a mem· 
orahle oc<'asion in the hearts of all 
who participated. 
INITIATION 
By Vicky Carter 
One evening last September, the 
iwilior students off icially w lcomcd 
the f rcshmcn of 1962-63. Happily, the 
Grade 13's imitcd the Grade 9's lo n 
celebration i11 the gym and 11ol only 
asked hut demanded their presence. 
Grudgingly the lower scl1ool students 
attended. A pe riod of gai ety followed 
for all. that is a ll but the 9's who were 
obl ige~l lo ca rry out the supreme 
wishes of our honoured 13's. To il-
lustrate the ir humbl enrss th e Gra<le 
9's were rrqu ired to recite a mcmor· 
izcd speech of piety each time they 
were approached by their hosts. How· 
c,·er, this was the lrsser of their 
multiple duties. Since the Forum 
t•lcctions were only days awa y and 
numerous political posters adorned 
the ~ymnasinm, in order to make the 
new sludrnls more familia r with our 
s('hool, thry were comprlled to read 
<'ar h poster and also lo count the 
1rnmhf'f of lrtlcrs of rach sign dis-
played. Floorboards a.nd wallhoards 
wnc also totalled up, ~ongs and nur· 
se ry rhymes were sun g off .key, shoes 
See page 55 
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INITIATION ( Continued) 
were shined, cars were washed, and 
of course, pushing pennies with the 
nose was very popular. 
It seems that some of our freshmen 
refused lo carry out the orders of 
their friendly hosts; this was quickly 
remedied by Kangaroo Court under 
the judicial eye of Mike Klinck. 
Offenders of the night were calle<l 
upon and punished in accordance 
with their crimes. 
When all activities were ended, a 
<lance foi· the whole student body 
followed. Here everyone was given 
the opportunity to welcome our new-
est students with the good old Ken· 
nedy welcome. Thus, ended an en-
joyaLle evening for all participants. 
THE K-HOP 
By Vick Carter 
This year the night of April 6th 
was chosen as the date for our annual 
roundaLout, the K-HOP. Springtime 
was the theme. Then entrance re· 
semhled a sidewalk cafe, while the 
inside of the gymnasium had a night-
dub atmosphere. A sparkling fountain 
surrounded by a carpet of green grass, 
strewn with spring flowers held the 
ce11tre of attraction and added a touch 
of elegance to the scene. A pproxim-
atcl y sixty couples danced lo the 
entertaining rnusie of Wally Town-
send and his orchcsl ra. Tha11ks to the 
efforts of Harvey Strosberg, his 
Social Committee, and Mr. Leonhardt, 
this year's prom was a great success. 
Have Your 
DIPLOMAS OR PICTURES FRAMED EXPERTLY. 
AT 
STRUTHERS PAINTCRAF"f' 
1598 OTTAWA STREET PHONE 254-4406 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
MR. P. D. NORTON 
130 PARK STREET WEST 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
PAUL'S UPHOLSTERING 




COLONIAL TOOL CO. LTD. 
1691 WALKER ROAD 
WINDSOR 
BROWN OPTICAL CO. 
OPTOMETRISTS 
EYES EXAMINED - CONTACT LENSES 
H. Shanfield, O.D. H. Wasserman, O.D. 
467 OUELLETIE AVENUE 
WINDSOR, ONT. - PHONE 253-8583 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
SADIE'S CONFECTIONERY 
1157 TECUMSEH ROAD EAST 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
H. F. WEEP ER S 
138 UNIVERSITY ,vE. WEST 
PHONE 254-4880 
MERETSKY, BURNSTINE 
& MERETSKY LTD. 
1577 HOWARD AVENUE, WINDSOR, ONT. 
SCRAP IRON & STEEL 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
VICKI'S LUNCH & 
CONFECTIONERY 
1001 HOWARD AVENUE 
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1903-1963 
SIXTY YEARS OF SERVICE 
to the Residents and Business Firms uf Windsor and J,.,sscx Connf.y 
We are proud of our history- our reputation for honesty and integrity-
and the high quality of instruction we have given. 
Thousands of graduates and ex-students sought and obtained the hcnefit.s 
that a Iirst-c1ass business school could render lo them. 






FRl~E JOB PLACEMl~NT " 
COLLEGE GRADE STUDENTS 
Why not choose now lo prcJJarc yourself for yuur Best OJJ/JOr lunit ics? 
WEEKS of advanced bnsincss training now can ,neon YEARS of greater 
] ob happiness . 
TRAIN IN THE SCHOOL THAT WILL DO THE l\·10ST FOR YOU 
WINDSOR 
BUSINESS COLLEGE 
R. J. SERVICE, Principal 
709 OUELLETTE A VENU.E 











THE SCHOOL SPIRIT CLUB 
By Jim MacDonell 
The School Spirit Club of 1962-63 
did much to promote school spirit 
in the halls of Kennedy Collegiate as 
well as at the many numerous sports 
activities throughout the year. Our 
meetings were held every Tues<lay in 
room 118. At our first meeting the 
officers were elected as follows: Presi-
t!ent- J im MacDonell, Vice-President 
- Peter Aubry and Secretary-Nancy 
llichardson. 
A slogan contest was held during 
the football season and a winner every 
week was given two free tickets to 
the f ootLall games. The slogan contest 
was a very successful one as was 
sl1own weekly by the many slogans 
found in. the box. During the football 
anti basketball seasons pep talks were 
given on Friday afternoons to ensure 
our teams that the student Lody was 
uehind them all the way. 
Although this year the students did 
not see a school spirit assembly or a 
school spirit day we ·made up for it 
by frequent success[ ul pep rallies. By 
the students' interest in the pep rallies 
and the games, it was not necessary 
to have our school spirit checked. 
I would like to take this oppor-
tunil y to thank my executive for their 
great support and special thanks lo 
Mr. Girling and the Altiora Peto for 
the many posters and time they have 
spent to advertise our games and 
~logans. It is also fitting that our 
gra titude Le shown for a joL well 
done by the cheerleaders. 
CAMERA CLUB 
The Camera Club this year was 
ugui11 carried on as a class in photo-
graphy Ly Mr. Durant, the sponsor 
teacher, with the assistance of Presi-
dent Jack McLister and Secretary Ed 
Pearce . . Demonstration lessons were 
given in picture-taking, equipment, 
photo-workshop and pictorial compo-
sition. During the fall, members 
worked on taking and enlarging por-
traits. Through the winter and early 
spring, the main club activity was 
making a set of "Keru1edy Candids" 
in tlie form of large mounted prints, 
some of which appear in the Kencoll. 
COMPLIMENTS OF 
THE KENCOLL 1963 






FOR ALL IN 
ONTARIO 
Treat your family to a vacation 
they'll always remember-in 
refreshing Ontario. Relax on 
cooling lakesi sunbathe on 
fine beaches: visit large, cos-
mopolitan cities-Ontario has 
lots to do and see for the whole 
family. 
FR E E I SEND FOR BOOKLET • AND ROAD MAP 
ONTARIO TRAVEL DEPT. 
Parliament Buildings, Toronto 2, Ontario 
ADDRES.-i----------
Cltv. _______ PROV. __ _ 
ONTARIO DEPARTMENT Of TRAVEL & PU8LICIT¥ 





FURS BY ARPIN CO. LTD 
484 PELISSIER STREET 
125 WYANDOTTE STREET WEST 
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TICKET SELLERS 
DRAMA CLUB 
UNITED NATIONS CLUB 
CHORAL GROUP 
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Any idea what this solution is used for? 
Two "salts" and some sulphuric acid. This solution 
was used to help develop ways of making Chrysler-
built automobiles stand up better to conditions found 
on streets and roads at diff erel}t times of the year. 
(One of the worst enemies a car has is the salt put 
down to melt snow.) 
After three years of driving cars right through this 
salt-and-acid solution (and also splashing them with 
it), Chrysler of Canada found that its new system of 
protecting cars against corrosion provided more than 
three times longer structural life. 
This was only one part of the program to make 
cars resist rust and corrosion better. If you go looking 
at new 1963 cars with your family, ask the dealer who 
seJJs a Chrysler of Canada car to point out a11 the 
improvements this program has made possible. 
PLYMOUTH• VALIANT• DODGE• CHRYSLER• IMPERIAL• DODGE AND FARGO TRUCKS 
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CANDID PHOTOS 
/ 
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CANDID PHOTOS 
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ATHLETE OF THE YEAR 
1962-1963 
DAVID RONALD MOLLARD 
2 ALL-CITY CHOICES 
Football-"End" Position 
Basketball-"Forward" Pastian 
The "Kcncoll" congratulates Dave for a trcmen· 
dous year in sports and for his undying devotion 
to our school, and to the football and basketball 
teams. 
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w.s.s.A. HARRIER CHAMPIONS 
Mr. M. C. Thomson, J . Loaring, P. McIntyre, K. Whiteman, B. Mahoney, Mr. A. Green (coach>. 
SENIOR BOYS' VOLLEYBALL 
2nd Row: T. Flood, R. Zanin, S. Solomons, L. Delorenzi, J . Kent, J . Leonard, D. Zerbin. 
1st Row: S. Roland, D. Schreiber, J. Yacubovic, Mr. D. Hyland (coach), T. Fields, J. Muma, I. Katzman. 
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FOOTBALL TEAM 
'1lh Row: S. Huff, S. Mandel, J. Smith, R. Polls, W. Zwadski, M. l<elly, J. Liburdi, W. Jasey, C. Balogh, B. Ronson, L. Filch, J. Burger, D. Rykovich, 
J . Costescu, J. Penney. 
3rd Row: Mr. G. A. Arnott (coach), G. Popovich, J. Steiner, H. Strosberg, G. Marentelle, A. Vince, L. Marenlelle, D. Mollard, J . Thomson, D. Zwadski, 
T. Carter, C. Skiba, J. Bailey, G. Maxwell. 
2nd Row: J. Unitas, D. Knight, D. Moore, R. Wyshinski, J. Taylor, D. Chadwick, D. Rawlings, G. Minello, Mr. R. A. Ball;igello (coac h). 
lsl Row: R. Pollen, J . Clark (manager), A. Shapiro (trainer), B. Hyatt (manager), J . MacAree (manager), M. Costescu (statistician). 
SOCCER TEAM 
2nd Row : N. Sneath, B. Dureno, G. Burnham, B. Pollock, J. Madoff, R. Gorski, W. Machnik, D. Wolfe, B. McIntyre, E. Calvar. 
1 t Row: G. Popa, H. Bradford, K. Storey, K. Armslrong, Mr. W. Leonhardt (coach), T . Ostrander, D. Andrewes, F. Hidi , D. Hadley, G. MacCoubrey. 
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SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
JUNIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL 
JUNIOR "B" BASKETBALL 
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TRACK AND FIELD 
SENIOR TRACK TEAM 
w.s.s.A. AND S.W.O.S.S.A. INTERMEDIATE TRACK TEAM CHAMPIONS 
JUNIOR TRACK TEAM 
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SENIOR BOYS' w.s.s.A. AND ONTARIO SWIMMING CHAMPIONS 
JUNIOR BOYS' W.S.S.A. SWIMMING CHAMPIONS 
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LYNN TROPHY CHAMPIONS 
SENIOR GIRLS' W.S.S.A. SWIMMING CHAMPIONS 




RESERVE HARRIER TEAM llF SCHOOL INTER-FORM BASKETBALL CHAMPIONS 
INDIVIDUAL GRADE 9 TRACK CHAMPIONS 
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-----------------
HOUSE LEAGUE SPO TS , 
SENIOR HOUSELEAGUE FOOTBALL MIDGET HOUSELEAGUE FOOTBALL 
GRADE 9 SOCCER SENIOR HOUSELEAGUE BASKETBALL 
! 
I 
JUNIOR HOUSELEAGUE BASKETBALL INTERMEDIATE HOUSELEAGUE BASKETBALL 
MIDGET HOUSELEAGUE BASKETBALL HOUSELEAGUE HOCKEY 
FOOTBALL 
By Don Knight 
Although this year's Clippers were 
not expected to Le a top contender 
they proved that they could stand up 
to the best with their spirit and 
strong desire to win. The Clippers 
won their first five games, defeating 
strong and powerful teams; Assump· 
tion, Corpus Christi, Patterson, Her-
man and Forster, by scores of 8-7, 
14.-0, 21-7, 28-14, 14,-7 respectively. 
They were finally set back by W . D. 
Lowe Vocational Roughriders 15-7. 
With a 5-1 won-lost record the Clip-
pers entered the .sudden-death semi-
finals against the same Roughriders. 
They Llasted the Clippers again in a 
rough, exciting battle, 27-14.. Walker-
ville, who defeated Massey, eventually 
continued their winning ways and 
defeated Lowe in the final champion-
ship game. 
This year's team had a fast, power-
ful, hard running backfield . Lanny 
(Mouse) Marentette and Andy 
(Little) Vince who were both 
"rookies" did a tremendous job at 
the quarterback position . The back-
£ ield was rounded out by Harvey 
Strosberg (2nd All-City Team), Jim 
Costescu, Len Fitch and Dennis Za-
wadski. These positions were also 
played by Gary Minello, Jack Penny, 
George Popovich and Mike Dougal. 
The line this year was balanced 
very well. Dave Mollard, an All-City 
star, played end and handled the 
punting chores. The other end was 
played by Don Rawlings and Wally 
Zawa<lski. The tackle positions were 
filled Ly Dave Moore and Joe Liburdi. 
VOLLEYBALL 
By Dermis Zerbin 
Last year the volleyball team got off 
to a slow start, but this year it was 
the opposite. The "green team" of 
last year showed a definite improve-
ment. With the help of a couple of 
rookies plus last year's "seasoned 
veterans", the team lost only two 
games - one to Herman and the 
other to Walkerville, the defending 
W.O.S.S.A. champions. Walkerville 
later went on to win the newly formed 
S.W.O.S.S.A. championship. 
On behalf of the team I would like 
to thank Mr. Hyland for the time he 
spent in coaching us through the 
season. 
W.S.S.A CROSS-COUNTRY 
CHAMPS FOR 17TH 
CONSECUTIVE YEAR 
By Brian Mahoney 
The year 1962 marks the 17th 
consecutive year that the Clippers, 
und<'r the gu idance of coach Archie 
Green, have taken top honours in the 
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W.S.S.A. Cross Country meet. 
John Loai:ing, Pete McIntyre, Dave 
Gibson, Brian Mahoney and Ken 
Whiteman made up the team and 
finished in that order in the city 
meet. 
Several members ventured to Blen-
hei.m the week after in the newly 
organized S.W.O.S.S.A. meet. John 
Loaring displayed his speed and en-
durance as he became the individual 
champion. 
We are very grateful to Mr. Green 




This year's Clipper squad consisted 
of: Sandy Roland, captain; Lanny 
Marentctte; Andy V)nce; Dave Mol-
lard; Harvey Strosberg; Steve Man-
del; Dennis Zerbin; Joe Lenardon; 
Jack Penney; John Smith and Len 
Delorenzi . The team had a successful 
year, entering into the semi-finals, 
but the loss to, Herman caused them 
to relinquish the W.S.S.A. title. At 
the end of the regular season the 
squad had a six and three record 
which put them in fourth place. Dave 
Mollard and Andy Vince gained first 
and third team position respectively 
on the All-City Team. Players gradu-
ating this year are: Joe Lenardon, 
Sandy Rolland, Harvey Strosberg and 
Dave Mollard. Many thanks are ex-
tended to coach Battagello for his 
time consuming efforts and his rn-
spring leadership. 
BOYS' SWIM TEAM 
By Michael Pancheson 
Senior Captain: Michael Pancheson 
Junior Captain: Ted Stanley 
ANOTHER TRIUMPH! 
The swim team has completed a 
very successful year again. They 
captured, for the 2nd time, the "Hart 
Devenney Trophy" for the Ontario 
Inter-Collegiate Swimming Champion-
ship. At the helm of the Clipper ship 
was our admirable coach, Mr. Mc-
Grahan. We are sad. to report that 
after three successful years as our 
coach he is leaving for Europe. Dur-
ing those-. three years he has taken 
his Clipper team to three W.S.S.A., 
t vo W.O.S.S.A., and two O.F.S.A.A. 
swim meets and has returned to 
Kennedy laden with trophies. 
To this writees estimation Mr. Mc-
Grahan is the best swim coach we 
have ever had. We hate to see him 
leave, Lut at the same time we wish 
him lots of luck in his new ventures. 
~ He will be well remembered by all 
- his boys. 
The All-Ontario team is "regarded 
as one of the strongest high school 
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swimming teams ever assembled in 
the province". Sparked on by Tom 
White and Klaus Meier who broke 
Ontario records in the 100-yar<l in-
dividual medley with a time of 59.H 
and 100-yard breaststroke with a time 
of 1 :08.3 respectively. Michael Pan-
cheson and Larry Gardner finished 
two-three in the 100-yard backstroke 
with i<ltntical times of l :07.7. Then, 
Gardner, Meier, White and Panche-
son teamed to swim the medley relay 
which broke their old record of 
1 :56.5-set in 1962-by 3.5 seconds, 
which is now the existing Ontario 
record. Other point getters for the 
Clippers were: John Loa ring and 
Lyle Makosky ( free-style relay), Ted 
Stanley ( 100-yard breaststroke), and 
Val Chanady (200-yard free-style). 
Both the Senior and Junior boys 
were successful in winning W.S.S.A. 
championships for the third straight 
year. 
The Junior team, consisting of Ted 
Stanley, Melvin Schwartz, Albert Col-
man, John Thomson, Norm Peacey, 
Rick Wyszynski, John White, Tom 
Fox, Dale Cholik and Bill Gitlin-
compiled 63 points, 28% more than 
their closest competitor - Herman. 
Hecords were set by Ted Stanley in 
the 100-yard breaststroke in a time of 
1: 13.6 and the 200-yard medley relay 
consisting of Thomson, White, Stanley 
and Schwartz in a time of 2:13.2 . 
The Senior team, consisting of Tom 
Grayson, John Loaring, Lyle l\Jak-
osky, Dan Laychuk, Larry Gardner, 
Val Chauady, Len Silverstein, Tom 
White, Klaus Meier and Michael 
Pancheson compiled 79 points - 30 
more than runner-up, Herman. New 
records were set Ly Tom White ( l 00 -
yard free style and 50-yard butter-
fly), Klaus Meier (100-yard breast-
stroke) and Michael Pancheson { 100-. 
yard backstroke). The new record of 
1 :45.0 was set by Loaring, Silver-
stein, White and Pancheson in the 
200-yard free-style relay. Gardner, 
Meier, Makosky and Grayson in the 
medley relay, splashed to a new 
record of I :59.8. 
The eager anticipation and keen 
understanding of our dedicated coach 
led us on to victory after victory. 
A SWIM TEAM IS AS GOOD AS 
ITS COACH! 
GOLF 
By Sandy Roland 
This year's addition of the school 
"Golf Team" did not fair too well , 
finishing a dismal fourth in inter· 
school competition. The members of 
the team were Bruce Jerris, Jim 
Leonard, Hon Zanin, George Popo-
vich and Sanely Boland who emerged 
as the school champion. 
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GIRLS' SPORTS • • • 
CHEERLEADERS 
bH'h l\fonday and Wt'dnC'sday at 
.\ ::HI p.111-, the Krnnedy chet'rleadcrs 
l111ld tlirir prnctie<'s. The n·g11larc:; are 
.i ,; follows: Joy Lo\'C', Bonnie Brophy, 
~I, i rley Crrr11l10w, Joanne Hcmsing, 
I .01111il' Strch and Nancy Hichardson. 
Tlw fin~ rlf'w substitutes are as 
fnllnws: Mary Ann Marko, Gloria 
I :nr~ki , Nancy Ostrander, Carolyn 
l .n fnr<'l and Joyce Willirnot. 
Tllf' <"lircrlraders maintained a busy 
..;dwd11le for football and basketball 
.'.!; 1111<·s; assrmblics and pep-rallies. 
TIH's<' girls wish lo thank all their 
111 , ·;1( supporters and cspecially Mrs. 
' ;; i]l,raith. their sponsor teacher. 
GIRLS' ATHLETIC 
ASSOCIATION 
This yrar the G.A.A. sponsored 
I ,1 o splash part.irs in the pool. Also 
1111 · 1·<-rn1hi11ed efforts with thf' B.A.A. 
lo di red the interfonn swim mc£'t and 
r lw /\n11ual Activities Night. At the 
;H" (iYitics night the student body was 
,dlowt·d to take advantage of all the 
different types of sports, c:;uch as: 
pi11 g- pon~. basketball, and badminton. 
Tlw ex<'('Ulivc co11sistcd of: N. 
Hidianlso11, President; J. Allison, 
\ -i('P-President; D. Grundy, Sccre-
1 a 1-r, Tlwse girls attended several city 
" id f' r..A.A. meetings. 
All the girls would like lo express 
l lwi r thanks and appreciation lo their 
~ponsor teacher~ Mrs. Galbraith . 
SENIOR 
GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL 
Rr ]ane(ie) Allison 
Till' SC',;ior Girls' Volleyball Team 
rnd1·d the seac:;on with four wins and 
thn·t' loses. This year saw the team 
1·11lning the sr1ni -fi11als against Her-
111 ;111. who later became the \V.S.S.A. 
,·l1 :1mpio11s. Next year should see a 
fi1w kam in action because most of 
1111• players will be returning, arHl 
l l1t· players of the junior team will 




By Marion (Cookie} leach 
During the season, the Junior 
Yollt-yhall Team defeated all hut two 
ll'a 111s. Paltcrson and Walkerville. In 
a ~<'rni-fi11al playoff game against 
\r:,lhn·illc we were defcatrd ] 6-14 
:111d \5-7 .. All the mrmLers would like 
!11 npress their appreciation to Miss 
!:inµ: for roaching the team. 
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CHEERLEADERS 
SENIOR VOLLEYBALL 
2nd Row: M. Pe.icey, D. Grundy, I. Kubnicki, 0 . Lischuk, E. Bauer, K. Binder . 
1st Row: D. Townsend, J. All ison, B. Baldassare, E. Henderson; D. Mills, P. Borthwick, N. Richardson, 
S. Lind ley. 
JUNIOR VOLLEYBALL 
2nd Row: R. Breckner, S. Snyder, J . Dunlop, M. Leach, S. Fitch, S. Carr, H. Zaroniwicky, E. Rarnskay, 
Z. Mol taka. 
1st Row: . Monroe, H. l<ulsar, N. Ostrander, N. Maxwell, M. Ring, S. Nurse, C. Thomas, D. Lobzen, 
P. Michellick. 
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GIRLS' INTER-FORM CHAMPIONS 
/ 
SENIOR BASKETBALL CHAMPIONS INTERMEDIATE BASKETBALL CHAMPIONS 
JUNIOR BASKETBALL CHAMPIONS GRADE 9 INTER-FORM TRACK CHAMPIONS 
SENIOR VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONS JUNIOR VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONS 
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mrtLS' BASKE·TBALL TEAM 
fly Dhmc Ecclcstonc 
ThP Girls' Bnskctball TC'am wns 
, ,·r~- !-tH'C<'ssful in reaching the finals 
in W.S.S.A. compC'tition . Although 
1l11 · r wne defeated hy the Patterson 
1,·:w1 in hard-fought game, every girl 
gn inf'd valuable experience and future 
1t· :1ms prove to be very promising. 
\r,, wish to thank Mrs. Galhraith for 
1111• l;Plpful guidance and inspiring 
rnn dting which she gave us. 
GIRLS' TRACK 
This y<'ar's team was very success-
r11l. In the W.S.S.A. meet, the intf'r-
11wdiat<' girls won the champi~ns~i~ . 
. Jn,Tc \Villimott captured the md1v1-
d11.nl honours. 
ln the S.W.O.S.S.A. track event, 
1 ltc · i11tnmc,liatc girls w<>rc again the 
,,·innNs. Together with the boys' 
t c·:Hn, they brought the over-all team 
,·li :11npionship to K ennedy. 
All the honours wcn' wdl <lescn·cd 
l,r l\lrs. Galbraith and hN had work-
i,;g girls' track learn. Good luck to 
111·,I )C'ar's team. 
SKilNG 
( )nc of the most exciting events of 
1 li c· year for the Grade Thirteen 
,·1:-t c:srs was a skiing trip afte r the 
,·0111plction of the first term examina-
1 ions. On January the sixth about 
for ty students boarded a bus which 
l· a rried them to Mount Brighton, 
\ l id1 igan. Arrangements had been 
:ii ready made for an hour of skiing 
instrnction for both beginners a11d 
more advanced students. The spark-
lin~ snow, the crisp cool air and the 
grrnt thrill of skiing added up lo a 
~l'nndnfnl, exciting advrnture. The 
gr:Hls hope that this skiing trip will 
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SENIOR GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
JUNIOR SWIMMING TEAM 
GIRLS' ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION 
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BOYS' & GIRLS' REFEREES 
W.S.S.A. BADMINTON WINNERS 
W.S.S.A. PUBLIC SPEAKING WINNERS 
LEWIS-HOWE CO. (Tums for the Tummy), 
1415 Jeannette 
J. W. LUXFOHD GROCERY, 304. Glengarry East 
MAICO-GRAYSON HEAHING SERVICE, 23 Park W. 
M. C. M. DAIRY BAR, 2005 Ottawa 
M & H WRECKING, Garden Court off Howard 
NAEL'S MEAT MARKET, 149 Tecumseh West 
PARADISE RESTAURANT- Specializing in Chinese 
Food, 134 Goyeau 
PAUL THE TAILOR 
JAMES RICHARDSON & SONS, 656 Ouellette 
PAUL ROBAHTS & CO. LTD., 76 University W. 
HOUFFEH AGENCY (General Insurance), 920 Ottawa 
SCHlNCAIHOL AHKET, 899 Hanna 
SCHWAB'S DELICATESSEN. Dorwin Plaza 
SIIAMIWCK BEAUTY SALON, 1605 Pelissier 
Sl\1ITTY'S THE STATION, 1-1.05 Ouellette 
I3ILLY L. SPfNDLEll JNSUHANCE, H70 Tecumseh E. 
TkMBLYN'S DHLJCS, o ·uellettc & University 
VICTOHIA SEHVLCE, Tecumseh Ea§i at Chilver 
VOLCANO PIZZEHIA, 157 Wyandotte West 
WIPP PEST C:ONTHOL, 282 Pitt East 
PHIL WOOD lNDUSTHlES, 857 Tecumseh 
BADMINTON TEAM 
SCHOOL PUBLIC SPEAKING WINNERS 
WE CUT THE FINEST MEATS FOR FREEZER 
AND FOOD LOCKERS 
Cut and Wrapped 
FREE DELIVERY ALL DAY 
STEDMAN MEATS 




302 OUELLETTE AVENUE 
"HOUSE OF CERTIFIED A-1 DIAMONDS" 
COMPLIMENTS 
OF 
SAPOLINE CO. LTD. 
r , pri Eighty THE KENCOLL 1963 
UATES 
There are 9 B of M BRANCHES. in the WINDSOR AREA 
ROBT. W. RDY 
JOHN WYETH & BROTHER 
(CANADA) LTD. 
FIRE - AUTO - CASUALTY - LIFE INSURANCE 
12 EQUITY CHAMBERS BUILDING 





BEST WISHES TO K.C.I. FROM 
STRUCKETT OPTICAL CO. 
ONTARIO B. MADGER, OPTOMETRIST 
PHONE 253-6763 
320 OUELLETTE AVENUE, WINDSOR 
ComplimenlJ o/ 
AUTOMOBILE DEALERS 
ASSOCIATION 
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